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The experimental results of this investigation, however, show that this
steady-flow lift model is inadequate for wave-induced oscillatory flows.
For pipelines at~small clearances above the bottom, viscous effects near
the bottom clearance constriction may result in lift forces acting ir. both
the upward and downward directions during different part of the wave ,->ycle.

)In addition, the maximum positive and negative lift forces may not correspond
to the positions of maximum horizontal velozities in the wave cycle. - i

m4A Sified lift force model of the form, FL = 1/2 C1 0 A Umax 2

[ - k I, is '.)roposed where the parameters,• •:0 and k, may vary
a ccordingly to allow adequate description of all characteristics of the lift
force phenomenon. Quantitative relationships between these unknown lift
force parameters and various dimensionless parameters defining the wave and
pipe conditions were found These relationsl.ips exhibited good correlation )'

for all wave conditions, b om clearances, pipe diameters, and orient•aýon
angles. \
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CONVERSION FACTORS, U.S. CUSTOAARY TO METRIC (SI)
UNITS OF MEASUREMENT

U.S. customary units of measurement Lsed -In this rcnort can be converted
to motric (SI) units as follows:

Multiply by To obtain

inches 2S.4 maillimeters
2.54 centimeters

square inches 6.452 square centimeters
cubic inches 16.39 cubic centimeters

feet 30.48 centimeters
0.3048 meters

square feet 0.0929 square meters
cubic feet 0.0283 cubic meters

yards 0.9144 rters
square yards 0.836 square meters
cubic yards 0.7646 cubic reters

miles 1.6093 kilometers
square miles 259.0 hectares

I . RV%2 kilometers per hour

acres 0.4047 hectares

foct-pounds 1.3558 newton meters

millibars 1.0197 x 10-3 kilograms per square centimeter

ounces 28.35 grams

pounds 4S3.6 grams
SO. 4536 kilograms

ton, long 1.0160 metric tons

* ton, short 0.9072 metric tons

degrees (angle) 0.1745 radiansF Fahrenheit degrees 5/9 Celsius degrees or Kelvinsi

TTo obtain Celsius (C) temperature readings fror Fahrenheit (F) readings,
use formula: C = (5/9) (F -32).

To obtain Kelvin (K) readings, use formula: K (5/9) (F -32) + 273.15.

• ,4
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SYMBOLS AND DEFINITIONS

A projected area of pipe section

ANG orientation angle with respect to wave crests

CD coefficient of drag

CL coefficient of liht

CL, coefficient of transverse force due to eddy shedding

clear bottom clearance

CM coefficient of mass

d stillwater depth

Dia pipe diameter

F total wave-induced force

FD drag force
DI

(FDh horizontal component of drag force

(FD vertical component of drag force

Fh horizontal component of total wave force
Fk(Oi) calculated horizontal force at position e. in wave cycle

FI inertial force

(FI) horizontal component of inertial force

(F )v vertical component of inertial force

FL lift force
L'

FL transverse "lift" force due to eddy shedding

Fo (6 observed horizontal force at position 0. in wave cycle

F (6.) observed vertical force at position 6. in wave cycle
ovi

F vertical component of total wave force
v

F (6.) calculated vertical force at position 6. in wave cycle
v 1

I,
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SYMBOLS AND DEFIN .TrONS--Continued

H wave height

k negative fraction of lift force cycle

, L wavelength

6 i T wave period

t time since last wave crest passed over center of pipe
s section

u horizontal component of water particle velocity if pipeline
[j j was absent

u mawimum horizontal water particle velocity if pipeline was
abs ent :

mxV volume of fluid displaced by pipe section

! v vertical component r' water particle velovity if pipeline
was absent

v maximum vertical water particle velocity if pipeline was
max absent

z vertical distance of center of pipe section above 'jottom

au/ýt horizontal component of water particle acceleration if pipe-
line was absent

" av/at vertical component of water particle acceleration if pipe-
line was absent

Swt2t/lres = position of wave cycle over center of pipe zection

V kinematic viscosity of fluid

p mass density of fluid

phase shift of maximum lift forces with respect to wave cycle

Computer Programs

Input Parameters:

ANGLE orientation ang'.e

C calibration factor for manual digitizer

A-.-> . ----- rI • :



SYMBOLS AND DEFINITIONS--Continued

CFD downward force calibration factcr

CFU upward force calibration factor

CL bottom clearance

DF downward force calibration factor

DIA pipe diameter

DN negative wave (trough) calibration factor

FI(I) wave for7e readings

FO zero point of wave force record

i-HI(I) wave surface readings

N number of wave force readings

T wave period

IS, UF upward force calibration factor

f UP positive wave (crest) calibration factor

WO zero point of wave record H

XC length of pipe test section

XF amplification factor for force record

XW amplification factor for wave record

YI(I) wave surface readings 14
: ~~Program Variables : "

SANG orientation angle (in radians)

ANGLE orientation angle (in degrees)

CDH horizontal coefficient of drag

CDV vertical coefficient of drag

CL bottom clearance

12



'; ) SYMBOLS AND DEFINIrIONS--Continued

CLV coefficient of lift (calzu].ated using horizonmal velocity
in direction of wave advance end projected area in plane
parallel to the pipeline "xis)

CLVA coefficient of lift (calculatad using horizontal velocity
in direction of wave advance and projected area in plane
normal to the direction of wave advance)

CLVU coefficient of lift (calculited using the couponent of the
horizontal velocity in the direction perpendicular tv the
pipeline axis and the projected area in the plaaie parallel
to the pipeline axis)

C.MH horizontal coefficient of mass

(2V vertical. coefficient of mass

T: Dstillwater depth

DIA pipe diameter

FDHi 1/2 p A u2
P max

!: • DV 1/2 P A V 4-,

max

FH(l) calculated horizontal wave force

FI(I) measured wavre force readings (in grams for two-dimensional
Sdata; in 10-grams for three-dimensional data)

FLV 1/2 p A u 2

max

FMAX maximum positive wave force (measured)

FMH p V (Ou/;t)max

- FMIN maximtun negative wave force (measured)

F/V p V (ýv1/1t)max

SFP(11 measured wave force readings (in pouivds)

FV(I) ca lcu;ated vertical wave force

H wave height

HI(I) wave surface profile readings
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SYMBOLS AND DEFINIlIONS--Continued

PHI phase-shift parameter * of modified lift force equation

PI

R mass density of watet

RES(I) difference between measured wave force and calculated wave
force

SF wave force averaged through wave cycle

wave period

U maximlim horizontal water particle velocity

XC length of pipe sectior

XK parameter K of modified lift force equation

XL wavelength

ZV vertical distance from bottom to center of pipe secti.oy

Tabulated Experimental Data

ANG orientation angle of pipeline with respect to wave crests

CDH horizontal coefficient of drag

CDV vertical coefficient of drag

CLER bottom clearance

CLV coefficient of lift (calculated using horizontal velocity
in direction c'f wave advance and projected area in plane
parallel to the pipeline axis)

CLVA coefficient of lift (calculated using horizontal velocity
in direction of wave advance and projected area in the
plane normal to the direction of wave advance)

CLVU coefficient of lift (calculated using the component of the
horizontal velocity in the direction perpendicular to the
pipeline axis and the projected area in the plane parallel
to the pipeline axis)

Cm horizontal coefficient of mass

14



CMV vertical coefficient of mass

DIA pipe diaeter

FAVC avierage horizontal force (averaged over complete wave cycle)

H wave height

K. parameter k of modified lift force bqaation

L wavelength

PHT phase shift parameter * of modified lift force equation

T wave pariod
UMAX maximum horizontal component of water particle velocity at

center o.. pipe section if Osent

ISJI?
TII
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"FORCES EXERTED BY WAVES ON A PIPELINE
SAT OR NEAR THE OCEAN BOTTOM

by
i George L. Bouie

I. WAVE FORCE ANALYSIS

I. Wave Force Components on Pipelines Near the Bottom.

The most common method of analyzing wave forces on pipelines is
the application of the Morison equation (Morison, et al., 19S0). Using
this approach, the total wave-induced force on a pipeline can be broken
into several components, depending on whether the components are due to
the water particle velocities or accelerations. These force componentsScan, in turn, be separated into horizontal and vertical ..omponents
by using the horizontal and vertical components of the water particle

velocities and accelerations in their respective force equations.
Where there is no lift effect and no eddy-induced forces, the vertical
component, Fv, of the total wave force is

Fv = (FI)v + (FD)v =CM p V -+ 1/2 CD p A vjvI (1)

and the horizontal component, Fh, is

Du
Fh= (FI)h + (FD)h=CMV-+ 1/2 CD P A uu, (2)

where

(FI)v = vertical component of inertial force

(FI)h = horizontal component of inectial force

(FD)v = vertical component of drag force

(FD)h f horizontal component of drag f.rce

v = vertical component of water particle velocity if
pipeline was absent

u horizontal component of the water particle velocity
if pipeline was absent

- vertical component of water particle acceleration
, jif pipeline was absent

lipi



au
- horizontal component of water particle acceleration

if pipeline was absent

A projected area of pipe section

V = volume of fluid displaced by pipe section

P mass density of fluid

CM coefficient of mass

CD coefficient of drag

For a pipeline located near the ocean bottom, the water particle
orbits are flattened parallel to the boundary. Assuming a horizontal
bottom, the vertical motions of the water particles are small in com-
parison to the horizontal motions, especially in shallow-water depths
relative to the wavelength. As a result, the vertical components of
the water particle velocities and accelerations are much smaller than
the horizontal components, and correspondingly the vertical components
of the drag and inertial forces will be smaller th~an the analogous
horizontal forces.

Since the water particles at the bottom are effectively oscillating
in a horizontal plane, the vertical excursions of the water particles
will generally be less than the diameter of a submarine pipeline lyingI
on or near the bottom. Therefore, the vertical drag forces are
generally insignificant, and could probably be neglected from the
vertical wave force equation.

Pipelines near the bottom are subject to vertical lift forces.
These forces are the result of the asymmetric distortion of the flow
field due to the proximity of the bot~tow boundary, which induces dif-
ferences in the horizontal flow velocities and corresponding pressure
distribution over the top and bottom of the pipeline. Since the water
particle vplocities near the bottom are at a maximum in the horizontal
plane, the lift forces induced by these horizontal motions will gener-
ally be the predominant force acting in the vertical direction.

Transverse "lift" forces due to eddy shedding may also be an
important component of the vertical wave force, since these forces are
also due to the horizontal water particle velocities and excursions
which are maximum in the horizontal direction. Certain values of the
Keulegan-Carpenter parameter and Reynolds number must be attained for
the eddy release phenomenon to occur. The proximity of the bottom
boundary will probably have some effect on the f~rmation and release
of the eddies, both because it is a solid boundary, and because it
affects the orbital motions of the water particles induced by the
wave action.

11
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Although the eddy-induced componerit of the vertical wave force may

be significant when compared to the relatively small vertical drag and
inertial forces, the experimental results of this investigation show
that the eddy-induced lift forces are much smaller than the "Bernoulli-

type" lift forces for pipelines located near the bottom. At large
clearances above the bottom where the Bernoulli-type lift effect becomes
negligible, the transverse lift forces due to eddy shedding may become
a significant corponent of the total vertical force. At the same time,
as the pipeline is raised farther from the bottom boundary, the verti-
cal inertial and drag forces also become more significant.

The vertical component of the total wave-induced force acting on a
pipeline near the ocean bottom thus consists of four components--the
lift force, the inertial force, th. drag force, and the transverse lift
force due to eddy shedding. Using the Morison approstch, the total ver-
tical wave force is expressed as the sum of these components:

F Fv = FL + (FI) + (FD)v + FL (3)
4

where FL is the lift force and FL' is the transverse lift force due to

eddy shedding.

2. Wave-Induced Lift Forces.

i COnsider a pipeline in contact with a horizontal rigid, impervious
bottom. Water cannot flow between the pipe and the bottom boundary, so
the flow must be aiverted over the top of the pipe. The asymmetrical
distortion of the flow field results in maximum velocities over the top
of the pipe section and minimum velocities over the bottom, with zero
velocities at the stagnation point on the upstream side of the pipe
bottom at the point of contact with the sea floor. Correspondingly,
the associated pressure distribution will induce an upward lift force
for any velocity field acting on the pipeline. The stagnation pressure
at the bottom of the pipe section will increase with increasing veloc-
ity, while simultaneously the pressure distribution over the top of the
pipeline will decrease with the increased velocities of the flow di-
verted over the top of the pipe section. The wave-induced lift forces
will thus act in the upward direction throughout the wave cycle, in-
creasing with the horizontal water particle velocities to maximum mag-
nitudes under the crests and troughs of the passing waves, and
diminishing to zero at the points of horizontal flow reversal.

In contrast, a pipeline located at a small clearance above the
bottom boundary is subject to a more complex type of lift phenomenon.
At the phase in the wave cycle where the horizontal component of Ae
water particle velocity reverses direction, the horizontal velocity
over the pipelinF- is approximately zero. As the wave crest or trough
begins to approach the pipeline, the wave-induced horizontal velocities
are initially low, inducing unrestricted flow at low velocities over
both the top and bottom of the pipeline. However, the water flows .

1 19



faster through the bottom clearance constriction than over the top of
~ I the pipeline, so the corresponding differences in the pressure distri-

tp bution exert a downward (negative lift) force towa.d the bottom bound-
ary (Fig. 1, a).

an horizontal water particle velocities of Lhe approac~hing wave, since

the flow velocities increase at A faster rate through the bottom clear-
ance constriction than over the top of the pipeline, thus producing
larger differences in the corresponding pressure distributions over the
top an6 Lottom of the pipe section (Fig. 1, b).

This continues until viscous effects beg in to restrict the flow
through the narrow bottom clearance. For a given small clearance and
a given amount of energy in the horizontal water particle velocities
approaching the pipeline, the velocities and flow rates of a viscous
fluid through the bottom clearance constriction can attain only certain
maximum values. Thus, a "choking" effect is exerted on the restricted
flnw through the small bottom clearance, and the remainder of the wave-
induced flow is forced to flow nver the top of the pipe section. Cor-
respondingly, the stagnation point will shift downward, increasing the
pressure on the lower upstream side of the pipeline. The larger the

proportion of the flow diverted over the top of the pipe, the lower the
stagnation point.

At the same time, the increasing velocities associated with the
approaching wave crest cause tche restricted flow through the bottomif ~ clearance to form a turbulent jet with the generation of eddies behind
the jet. The generation of increased turbulence and eddies results in
an energy loss in the water flowing through the bottom constriction,j
decreasing the velocities under the pipe section behind the jet.

maximum flow vel.ocities and minimum pressures under the bottom side of

tepipe section. In contrast, the unrestricted flow velocities over
the top of the pipeline increase freely with the increasing horizontal
velocities of the advancing wave. The increased part of the approach-
ing flow that is diverted over the top of the pipe section due to the
shift in stagnation point produces a further~ increase in the flow
velocities over the top. Correspondingly, the pressure distribution
over the top side of the pipeline decreases at a faster rate than the
associated pressures along the bottom side, so the negative lift force

gradually decreases and eventually becomes positive (Fig. 1, c, d, and

At this stage, the upward lift force becomes larger as the hori-
zontal velocities acting on the pipeline increase further with the
advancing wave crest or trough (Fig. 1, f).

20
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LIFT

Figure 1. Change in lift with increasing velocity.
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As the wave crest or trough passes, this series of steps in the
lift forve phenomemon is reversed. noe horizontal velocxties approach-
ing the pipe section begin to decrea;e, resulting in a decrease in the
positive, lift force exerted on the pipelin-. As the velocities decrease
frerther with the passing wave, the flow under the pipe section begins
t %Lecome leve ,esi._CLed. The choking effect thus decreastes, and the
turbulence and eddies near the bottom clearance gradually diminish. As
thz flow under the pipe section ceases to b! restricted, less of the
horizontal flow approaching the pipelinc is forced to flow over the top
of the pipe, so the stagnation point will accordingly shift upward,
closer to the center of the pipe section.

The flow velocities decrease simultancously over the top and bottom
of the pipeline as the wave passes, but the rate of decrease is faster
over the top of the pipe than in the vicinity of the bottom constric-
tion. The positive lift force decreases untii eventually, the flow
velocities, location of the stagnation point, and associated pressure
distribution are such that the pressure integrated over the pipe sec-
tion again results in a negative lift force. Mhe downward lift force
then increases as the flow through the bottom clearance becomes less
restricted with the decreasing velocities of the passing wave.

T1his lift phenomenon, as shown in Figure 2 for a passing wave crest,
is repeated twice during each wavc cycle as the direction of the wave-
induced horizontal velocities reverses under the crests and troughs of
the passing waves.

In reality, the horizontal flow reversal occurs almost instanta-
neously, so the negative lift force does not return to zero at the
point of zero velocity when the flow reverses through the bottom clear-
ance constriction. The instant of zero velocity occurs only at the
center of the pipe cross section (the reference point). Since the
pipeline has a finite diameter, the wave-induced flow acting on the
pipe section at any instant includes the sum of the flow condi-
tions induced by the part of the wasv, covering the entire diameter of

the pipeline. So instead of going to zero with the passing wave crest,
and then increasing initially wizli the approaching trcugl:, the lift
force .emains negative during the period of minimal ve]ocities as the

flow reverses wnder the pipe section.

In a similar manner, the lift force does not become positive as
soon as the choking effect occurs in the bottom clearance constriction.
The development of the choking phenomenon involves the formation of a
turbulent jet through the constriction, and a downward shift in the
stagnation point as more water is diverted over the top of the pipe
with increasing restriction of the flow through the clearance. The
corresponding changes in the velocities, flow pattern, and azsociated
pressure distribution over the top and bottom of the pipe section pro-
duce the transition from negative to" positive lift. This process
requires somw small but finite amount of time. Conversely, the reversal
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of these procosses with the decreasing velocities of the passing wave
crest also involves a small but finite amount of time. Thus, there will
be a slight timelag in the point of maximum positive lift with reference
to the instant of maximum velocity as the wave crest (or trough) passes
over the reference point. The smaller the amount of positive lift rela-
tive to the amount of negative lift, and the later the positive lift
occurs in the wave cycle, the greater the timelag.

An example of the lift force phenomenon over a complete wave cycle
for a small bottom clearance is shown in Figure 3.

isincreased, h.zgher velocities are necessary to produce the choking
effect in which the flow becomes restricted through the bottom clearence
constriction. Thus, as the bottom clearance is increased, the flow under
the pipeline begins to become restricted closer to the approaching wave
crest or trough, where the horizontal velocities are at a maximum; this
choking effect also diminishes soon after the wave crest or trough has
passed. Therefore, as the bottom clearance is increased, the downward
lift force occurs during a la:.'gvr part of the wave cycle.

At the same time, larger clearances permit greziter maximum velocities
*and corresponding lower pressures under the pipe section. Since higher

flow rates are possible under the pipe section, less of the wave-induced
flow must be diverted over the top of the pipeline. As a result of
these changes. the negative lift forces reach a greater magnitude before
the choking effect begins, and these maximums are attained later in the
wave cycle.

Correspondingly, the upward lift forces occur during a smaller partI of the wave cycle, and the maximum magnitude these forces attain decreases
with increasing bottom clearance. These maximaum values are also reached
later in the wave cycle.

If the clearance is increased further, a point is eventually reached
at which the clearance is large enough so that the choking effect does
not occur. At this stage, the velocities are higher through the bottom
clearance constriction than over the top of the pipeline during the
entire wave cycle. So the associated pressure distribution results in
a negative lift force throughout the wave cycle, with maximum downward
forces occurring under the crests and troughs of the passing waves. The
negative lift diminishes to zero at the points of horizontal flow reversal.

As the bottom clearance is increased further, the downward lift effect
is gradually reduced. The phase of the force cycle relative to the wave
cycle remains the same, but the magnitude decreases. Eventually, a
point is reached where the bottom clearance no longer acts as a constric-
tion to the wave-induced flow. The flow pattern becomes approximnately
symmetrical, and the increased velocities of the horizontal flow diverted
over the top and bottom of the pipeline, along l'ith the corresponding
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Figure 3. Lift force phenomenon.

(a) Uarestricted flw throug)h the bottom clearance at low velocities

reaults in downward lif t force.

(b) Uniwtricted flow through the bottom clearance at higher velocities

Increases the negative lift.

(c) Choking effect begins, so downward lift force decreases.

S(d) Velocities increase and pressures decrease at a faster rate over the
top of the pipe section than in the restrictec :low through the bottom
clearance, so the lift force becomes positive.

(e) Upward lift force increases with increasing velocities.

(f) Positive lift reaches a maximum.

(S) Positive lift force decreases and choking effect diminishes with
decreasing velocities of the passing vave crest.

(h) Lift force again become negative as the flow through the bottom
clearance becomes less restricted.

(I) Unrestricted flow through bottom clearance at low velocities results
in downward lift force.

(J) Lift force cycle is repeated as the flow reverses with the approaching
wavs t, twt.
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pressure distribution, become approximately equal over both sides of the
pipe section. At this point, the lift effect is no longer present, and
the lift force term may be neglected in calculating the wave-induced
forces acting on the pipeline.

The transition in the lift force cycle with increasing bottom
clearance is shown in Figure 4.

3. Model for Wave-Induced LifP. Forces.

The traditional lift force equation, derived for unidirectional
steady-flow situations, is expressed as FL = 1/2 CL P A u2 , where CL is
the coefficient of lift. This equation has been applied to wave-induced
lift forces, using the horizontai component of the oscillating water
particle velocity, u, in the relationship. The lift force expressed in
this way assumes that the force acts in one direction only (either upward
or downward) throughout the entire wave cycle.

'• A pipeline located on the ocean floor with no clearance will

experience an upward lift force throughout the entire wave cycle,
increasing with the horizontal velocities to reach maximum values under
the crests and troughs of the passing waves, and diminishing to zero
as the horizontal velocities go to zero at the point of flow reversal.
Th-c pnenomena is described adequately by the above lift force equation
with a positive coefficient of lift CL.

A pipeline located at a large enough clearance above the bottom so
tnat the choking effect does not occur will experience a downward lift
force throughout the wave cycle, since the flow is always faster through
the bottom constriction than over the top of the pipeline. Again, thisk negative lift force increases with the horizontal water particle veloci-
ties, reaching maximum magnitudes under the crests and troughs of the
passing waves, and decreasing to zero as the flow reverses. This phe-
nomenon is also suitably expressed by the traditional lift force equation,
but using a negative coefficient of lift.

These two situati represent the extreme cases bounding the lift
force phenomena. However, the choking phenomenon will occur at any
clearance between those two limits, and the traditional lift force
equation cannot be used to accurately describe the forces exerted on
a pipeline. This equation must be replaced by a model developed speci-
fically for wave-induced lift forces. The experimental results of this
investigation demonstiate that the largest wave-induced lift forces
occur at these intermediate clearances, where the choking phenomenon
does develop.

Since the lift force phenomenon is repeated twice per wave cycle
with the reversal of the horizontal flow pattern, the lift force can
be described mathematically by a sinusoidal fumction of twice the fre-
quency of the waves. Tn addition, the mathematical expression must
allow for description ot the following lift force properties:
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(a) The lift force may be positive during part of the wave cycle
and negative for the rest of the cycle. The proportion of positive lift
to negative lift may range from all positive lift to all negative lift.

(b) The positions of the maximum values of both the upward and
downward lift forces will shift with respect to the position of the
wave cycle as the bottom clearance is increased (for a given pipeline
and wave condition).

(c) As the clearance is increased, the maximum value of the upward

lift force will decrease, while correspondingly the maximum value of
the downward lift force will increase.

(d) When the bottom clearance is increased to a point at which the
lift effect is downward throughout the entire wave cycle, further
increases in clearance will result in decreases in the maximum magititude
of the downward lilt force, but without a shift in the position of the
maximum lift force with respect to the position of the wave cycle over
the pipeline.

A lift force equation of the form,

FL = 1/2 CL p A umax 2 [cOS 2 (0- - k], (4)

allows an adequate mathematical description of all the above properties
of the wave-induced lift force phenomena. This equation fits the experi-
mental data reasonably well over thc wide range of conditions tested.

The parameters involved in this modified form of the traditional
lift force equation are:

i I CL coefficient of lift

p = mass density of fluid

A = projected area of pipe section

mUax = maximum value of horizojital component of water
particle velocity at center of pipe section if
pipeline was absent

"L- -It position of wave cycle over center of pipe section
with respect to time, where T is the wave period
and t is the time since the last crest passed over
the center of the pipe section (see definition
sketch in Fig. 5). The wave crest corresponds to
6 = 00 (0 radians) or 21Tt/T -- 0 radians. The wave
trough correspords to 1800 (Tr radians) or
2fft/T =r radians
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phase shift of maximun lift forces with respect ) I
to wave cyleI

k = negative fraction of lift force cycle

The parameter, k, represents the increase in the magnitude and
duration of the negative lift forces acting on a pipeline with increas-
ing bott,• clearance, And the'corresponding dccrease in the magnitude
and duration of the positive lift forces. The value of k varies from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum value of 1. k = 0 correspc ds to the case of
a pipeline lying on the bottom with no clearance, in 4nich the lift
forces are positive throughout the wave cycle. k increases with
increasing bottom clearance to a maximum value of 1, which corresponds
to the case of a pipelin.- located at a sufficient clearance from the
bottom so that the choki-,ig phenomenon does not occur, and in which the
Lft forces are therefore negative throughout the wave cycle.

The phase shift parameter, *, represents the shift in the position
of the maximum valves of both the positive and negative lift forces
with respect to the wave cycle as the bottom clearance increases. The
value of 0 may range from 0* to a maximum value of 900. = 0° corre-
sponds to the case of a pipeline located on the ocean floor with no
botto•a clearance, in which the lift forces are positive throughout the
wave cycle with maximum forcea occurring undcr the crests and troughsK of the passing waves. 0 increases with increasing bottom clearance to
a ,iaximum value of 900, corresponding to a pipeline located above the
bottom at a sufficient clearance so that the choking effect does not
occur; the lift forces are negative throughcut the wrve cycle with maxi-
mums occurring under the crests and troughs of the waves. As defined,
* = 0' when k = 0, and p = 900 when k = 1, or vice versa.

.4

The coefficient of lift, CL, in this form of the lift force equation
will always have a positive value, since negative values of the lift
force are accounted for by the value of the parameter, k. The lift

force equation is shown graphically in Figure 6.

To apply the lift force equation to a practical design situation,
values of CL, k, and * must be determined for a given set of pipeline
and wave conditions corresponding to the particular case under considera-
tion. Selection of tne appropriate values requires quantitative knowl-
edge of the functional relationships between these parameters and the
wave conditions, bottom clearance, and pipeline size and configuration.
The development of these relationships was the purpose of the experimen-
tal part of this investigation.

In a reai situation, a pipeline on the ocean floor is often laid over

an irregular bottom, supported by the high points in the bottom topography
but probably spanning the depressed areas. In this case, the pipelire
must be broken into conponent sections of the same approxiuate bottom
clearance for a separate analysis of each section. The results of the
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analysis will yield the lift force re-.ord (both magnitudes and time
history) of each separate component pipe section, which may then be
integrated in the appropriate manner to determine the maximum wave-
induced stresses exerted on the pipeline at any critical section.

This is important because the maximum lift forces may act upward
on a bottom-supported section of a pipeline, while acting downward on
the adjacent sections of the pipeline spanning the bottom at a small
clearance. Maximum values of both the positive and negative lift
forces acting in opposite directions could easily occur at the same
point in the wave cycle (under the crests and troughs), thus exerting
stresses on the pipeline twice as high as would be calculated consid-
ering any pipe section alone, or in using some average clearance for
a long section of the pipeline.

4. ixtension of Model to Higher Order Theories.

The lift force model (eq. 4) is based on linear theory, assuming
the lift force phenomenon is identical as either the wave crest or
trough passes over the pipeline. Such a symmetrical expression is not
flexible enouh to consider slightly different kinematics under the
"uyve crests and troughs, which are expressed in higher order theories.
Th•:e different kinematics would, in reality, produce slightly different
lift :orces under the crests and troughs of nonlinear waves.

The l.ift force model described above was derived as a modification
of the tiaditional lift force equation using linear wave theory to
express the horizo.ital water particle velocities. Using linear wave
theory, the traditicnal lift force equation can be expressed as:

FL= 1/2 CL p A Umax2 cos 2 ((). (S)

This equation was modified to make it a suitable expression for wave-
induced lift forces by adding the phase shift parameter, ', to account
for maximum lift forces occurring in places other than the crest- and-
trough in the wave cycle, and by adding the parameter, k, to account
for positive lift Eorces during part of the wave cycle and negative
forces during the rest of the cycle. This modified equation fits the
experimental data very well for all conditions tested in this investi-
gation.

The model was developed after thorough inspection of the experimental
data. For a given pipe diameter and wave condition, the force record
followed a sinusoidal relationship of twice the frequency of the waves.
As the clearance increased, the maximum positive forces gradually dimin-
ished while continuously shifting to a maximum of 900 from the wave crest
as the forces went to zero (Fig. 4). At the same time, the maximum
negative forces slowly grew from a minimum value of zero at a position
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900 from the wave crest and increased while continuously shifting posi-
tons to reach a maximum negative value at a position 1800 from the
wave -rest (Fig. 7, a).

Since a sinusoidal function of twice the frequency of the wave
(sin 20 or cos 20) can be expressed as cos20, using the appropriate trigo-
nometric relationships, and since the lift force is a function of the hori-
zontal velocity squared (umax cos e) 2 , using linear wave theory, the lift
force equation was expressed as FL = 1/2 CL p A Uma 2 [cos 2 (0 - *) - k].

However, it is the symmetrical properties of this equation and linear
wave theory that allow this expression to wo:Ak so well. When higher
order wave theories are applied to this rela':ionship, problems due to
nonsymmetry are encountered. This is easily seen by graphically compar-
ing the transition from positive to negative lift forces with increasing
bottom clearance with this lift model, using both linear and higher order
theories.

The horizontal component of the water particle velocity for both
Stokes' third-order waves and linear waves is shown in Figure 8, along
with the corresponding lift forces on a pipeline for the two extreme
cases of: (a) a pipeline on the bottom with no clearance, and (b) a
pipeline with a large enough bottom clearance so that the choking phe-
nomenon does not occur. By gradually shifting the linear theory lift
force ,rve for case (a) (no bottom clearance) to the right 90° from

the w !! crest, while simultaneously lowering it so that the forces
become negative, the lift force curve for case (b) is obtained (com-
pare Figs. 7 and 8). This same transformation of the wave force record -

w7_ served with increasing bottom clearance in the experimental data.

,.ever, if this procedure is repeated with the Stokes third-order
lift Cce record, the correct force record for case (b) is not obtained
(compare Figs. 7 and 8). In reality, rather than a mere shift of the
torce record downward and to the right with increasing bottom clearance,
a simu'.t aeous transformation of the shape of the lift force record
would albo occur for highly nonlinear waves. This gradual transforma-
tion c -he shape occurring simultaneously with the shift would provide
a contljaous change in the lift force record with increasing clearance
between the two limiting cases (a) and (b) (Fig. 8).

However, the lift force phenomenon is not a direct function of the
instantarteous water particle velocity acting at the center of the pipe
section if the pipeline was absent. Rather, it is a complicated function
of the asymmetrical distorted flow pattern and accelerating velocity
field acting on the pipeline, which in turn causes the choking phenomenon
to occur, with the resulting change in the relative differences in the
flow velocities and corresponding pressure distribution over the top and
bottom of the pipeline. Boundary layer flow through the bottom constric-
tion, the formation of a turbulent jet and associated eddies, and a cyclic
change in the location of the stagnation point with the accelerating
velocity field further complicate matters. In addition, the eddies and
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increased turbulence generated by the jet may be swept back through
the bottom constriction as the flow pattern reverses with the passing
waves.

Because of this, development of an accurate mathematical description
of the lift force phenomena for nonlinear waves that would cover the
complete transformation of the lift force record with increasing bottom
clearance, and yet be flexible enough to allow application of any higher
order theory, would be a formidable, if not itapossible, task. Since the
lift force model developed for linear theory seems to fit the experi- 9
mental data reasonably well, even for waves that were obviously nonlinear,
itshould provide a useful tool for engineering calculations, e-.,n though
it may not be flexible enough and theoretically correct to allow the use
of higher order wave theories. The value of the maximum hurizontal
velocity, umax, can be calculated under the wave crest using any higher
order wave theory; this value can then be used in the linear lift force!
model, possibly giving a Letter approximation of the lift forces induced
oy highly nonlinear waves.

II. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION

I. Experimental Equipment.

Model experiments were performed in three different wave tanks. The
two-dimensional tests were done in a 1-foot-wide wave channel in the
Hydraulic Engineering Laboratory (HEL) at the University of California,
Berkeley. The three-dimensional tests were started in the 8-foot-wide
Naval Architecture (NA) tow tank, and then continued in the 8-foot-wide
HEL wave tank where the majority of the experiments were conducted,
both located at the Richmond Field Station of the University of California.
The 1-foot wave channel is 100 feet (30.48 meters) long; the 8-foot HEL
wave tank and NA tow tank are 180 and 200 feet (54.86 and 60.96 meters)
longrespectively. All tests were conducted at approximately the middle.i
of the tanks. A stillwater depth of 2 feet (60.96 centimeters) was used
in the two dimensional tests, and a 3-foot (91.44 centimeters) water
depth was used in the three-dimensional experiments.

A flapper-type generator is located at one end of each of the HEL
wave tanks; the NA tow tank has a piston-type wave generator. The wave
period is controlled by varying the speed of the electric motors which
drive the wave generators. A cam mechanism with a variable stroke length
is connected between the drive motor and the flapper, and the wave height
is varied by changing the stroke length. A wave filter, consisting of a
series of vertical screens, was placed in front of the wave generator in
the 1-foot-wide wave channel to smooth out any irregularities in the
generated waves due to reflections from the flapper. A permeable beach
was installed at the opposite end of each of the tanks to absorb the
wave energy and minimize the wave reflections from that end of the wave
tank.
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The wave-induced forces on the model pipe section were measured by
a wave force meter designed and built by Al-Kazily (1972). A few modi-
fications were made to make the instrument more suitable for this inves-
tigation. The same transducer unit was used in all of the experiments,
but fittings of different sizes were made to accommodate test cylinders
of various diameters.

The force transducer consi'sts of a strain bar mounted between two
supports. The model pipe section is mounted to the strain bar in such
a way that forces on the pipe induce bending stresses on the strain bar.
These forces are measured by four strain gages mounted to the strain
bar at sections of maximum strain, with two gages in compression and the
other two in tension. The strain gages are wi-red in a Wheatstone bridge,
which is connected to a carrier amplifier which amplifies the output from
the strain gages. The signal is then recorded on a strip-chart recorder.

The original strain gages were Bean-type BAB-13-12SDD-120S, and were
mounted to the steel strain bar with EPY-ISO two-part epox , and then
coated with Dow Corning Silastic RTV silicon rubber for aterproofing.
Shortly after the beginning of the three-dimensional test;, problems
were encountered in the operation of the transducer. The .e problems
were caused by the deterioration of the original strain gage adhesive
and coating, so new strain gages were installed on the transducer unit.
The new gages were Micromeasurement-type EA-06-12SAD-120, bonded to the
strain bar with Micromeasurement M-Bond 610 two-part strain gage adhesive,
and then coated wi.th Micromeasurement M-Couat D and M-Coat C for water-
proofing protection. About halfway through the three-dimensional tests,
further problems were encountered in the operation of the transducer unit,
probably due to water leakage into the waterproof coating. There was
also evidence of corrosion on the steel strain bar, so it was decided
to build a new force transducer using a stainless-steel strain bar to
minimize corrosion, and encapsulated strain gages to minimize problems
with water leakage. The new strain gages were Micromeasurement-type
CEA-06-12SUW-120. The same strain gage adhesive and waterproof coatings
were used, with Micromeasurement M-Coat B along the lead wires to mini-
m4.7e the change of water "wicking" along the lead wires to the inside
of the coating materials.

The transducer mounting arrangement was different for the two-
dimensional and three-dimensional experiments. The test cylinder and
transduzer unit for the two-dimensional tests were mounted between two
support brackets on each side of the 1-foot wave channel. For the
three-dimensional experiments, the test cylinder and transducer unit
were mounted between two long dummy pipe sections, which were in turn
mounted to a steel base. The force meter and motmting arrangement is
shown in Figures 9 and 10 for the two-dimensional tests, and in Figures
11 to 15 for the three-dimensional tests.

A paralle-wire resistance-type wave gage was used to record the waves

passing over the model pipe section. The gage was mounted directly over J
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the center of the test section, so that the wave records could be cor-
related directly with the resu~lting wove-induced force record.

A Brush dual-strain g?-- amplifier was used in the experiments,

with one channel connected to the wave gage, and the other channel
connected to the force meter. The amplifier was connected to a Brush
two-channel rectilinear writing recorder which continuously recorded
the waves and corresponding wave-induced forces on the pipe section
(Fig. 16).

An electronic digital data acquisition system (Paulling and Sibul,
1968) was used in the three-dimensional experiments. The digitizer was
connected in parallel with the strain gage amplifier to record simulta-
neously the wa-:e and corresponding force data on magnetic tape, while
at the same time the data were being recorded continuously on the strip-
chart recorder (Fig. 17). The digitizer sampled alternatingly from
both the wave record and force record at a rate of 100 samples per
second, resulting 'n 50 samples per second from each of the two chan-
nels.

S2. Procedure for Two-Dimensional Experiments.

a. Calibration. Both the wave gage and the force transducer were
calibrated before each set of experimental runs. The wave gage wasI calibrated statically by raising and lowering the gage in increments of 4
u.ub toot tL.bz cent meters) and recording the output. The force meter
was also calibrated statically by hanging weights in increasing equal
increments from a system of pulleys connected to the force meter and
recording the output on the strip chart. The force transducer was cali-
brated in both the upward and downward directions by rearranging the
pulley system and repeating the above procedure. The calibration method

IV. is shown in Figure 18.

b. Procedure. After calibrating the force meter, the model pipe
section was lowered and fixed in a horizontal position at the desired
clearance above the bottom of the wave channel, with the long axis of
the test cylinder parallel to the approaching wave crests. A sliding
point gage was mounted to the wave channel above the pipe section and
was used to accurately set the model pipe to the desired bottom clear-
ance and aline the pipe section parallel to the wave crests. Once the
model was in the correct position, the mounting brackets and support
struts were clamped to the sides of the wave channel. The force trans-F. ducer was mounted in such a way that it was sensitive only to forces
acting in the vertical direction.

After the model pipe section was mounted in position, the wave gage
was lined up directly over the center of the pipe section with a plumb
bob and then clamped in position. The wave gage was then calibrated as
described above. The experimental arrangement is shown in Figure 19.
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The pipe model and wave gage were mounted in a glass-walled part
of the tank near the middle of the wave channel to facilitate the vis-
ual observation of the phenomenon being studied. For each bottom
clearance tested, a series of runs was made with waves generated at
19 different wave periods, covering a range of 0.95 to 2.5 seconds.
3even wave heights were generated for each wave period, renging up to
0.34 foot (10.4 centimeters).

After these runs were completed, the pipeline was set at another
bottom clearance, and the procedure was repeated. Seven bottom clear-
ances were tested for each wave condition, ranging from 0.001 foot,
1/16, 1/8, 3/16, 1/4, 1, and 2 inches (0.305, 1.59, 3.18, 4.76, and
6.35 millimeters, 2.54 and 5.08 centimeters), respectively. The mini-
mum clearance tested (0.0011 foot) was that which placed the pipe sec-
tion as close to the bottom as possible without touching the bottom
when the waves passed over it. This was necessary to measure ahy down-
ward forces exerted on the pipe section due to the wave action. The
2-inch bottom clearance placed the pipe section far enough from the
bottom so that the vertical lift forces were insignificant.

These experiments were carried out with a 4-inch-diameter (10.1b
centL-eters) test cylinder. The experiments were repeated with pipe
sections of 2-, 21-, and 3-inch (5.08, 6.35, and 7.62 centimeters)
diameters, but only three bottom clearances were tested--0.001 foot,
1/8 inch, and 1/4 inch. The wave conditions covered the same range of
wave heights and periods, but were not quite as extensive in number,

In addition to the vertical force measurements, a series of experi-
ments was performed to measure the horizontal forces acting on the pipe
section, so that the resulta t wave-induced force ciuld be determined
throughout the entire wave cycle for several of the experimental condi-
tions tested. Only the 4-inch-diameter test cylinder was used in these
experiments, since the corresponding vertical experiments were the most
exteisive for the 4-inch cylinder. The horizontal forces were measured
by rotating the force transducer 900 so that it was sensitive only to
forces acting in the horizontal direction. The calibration procedure
was the same as described above for the vertical force measurementsexcept that the system of pulleys was rearranged so that the calibration
weights exerted forces in the horizontal direction only.

All seven of the bottom clearances used in the vertical experiments
were also used in the horizontal tests. The wave periods covered the
odsne rage dse vertical experiments, but only 6 of the 19 wave peri-
ods were used--0.95, 1.25v experment, 2.25, and 2.55 seconds. Two of
the seven wave heights coriesponding to each wave period ip the vertical
experiments were used in the horizontal tests.

The stillwater depth was held constant at a depth of 2 feet through-
out the two-dimensionzil tests.
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3. Procedure for Three-Dimensional Experiments.

a. Calibration. The wave gage and force meter were calibrated
before each set o-F-xperimental runs. The wave gage was calibrated in

t the same manner as the two-dimensional tests, but 0.1-foot (3.05 centi-
meters) increments were used rather than 0.05-foot increments, since
larger waves were used in these experiments.

The force transducer was calibrated in the upward direction in the
same manner as the two-dimensional tests, by hanging weights over a
pulley to a string attached to the pipe test section. However, because
the three-dimensional model was mounted to a base with a small bottom
clearance, it was impossible to calibrate the transducer in the down-
ward direction by using a system of pulleys, since there was no room•i: ! for a pulley between the pipe section and the base to which it wasmounted. Rather, the force meter was calibrated in the downward direc-

tion by placing the weights directly on top of the center of the sub-
merged test section and using the submerged weight oi the weights in
calculating the calibration curve. Weight increments of 50 grams wore
used in calibrating the transducer. The calibration method is shown in
Figure 20.

b. Procedure. An overhead crane was used to lower the pipelinei:model and base into the wave tank. The assembly was first submerged to

a depth of about 1½ feet (45.7 centimeters). The model was tilted at
both ends to remove all air bubbles from the system, and the ends of
the dummy pipe sections were stoppered to prevent waterflow through the
pipeline model. The bottom clearance between the base and the pipe
model was adjusted by placing spacers on the support rods between the
base and the dummy pipe sections, and then tightening the nuts on the
support rods above the dummy pipe sections. The test section was tr•en
centered and adjusted carefully to the exact bottom clearance desired
"with the aid of 10 adjusting screws. The calibration string was
attached to the test section, and the assembly was lowered to the
bottom of the tank.

The calibration string and pulley system was alned di::,ectly over
the center of the test section with a plumb bob, an,.i the pul.ey sup-
ports were then clamped to the sides of the wave tank. The transducer
was first calibrated in the upward direction, after which the calibra-
tion string was removed, and the transducer'was calibrated in tho down-
ward direction, as described above.

< O The pipeline model was positioned at thu desired angle of orienta-
tion on the tank bottom bv lining u4 one of the long edges of the model
base parallel to the corr'!ct line marked on the bottom of the wave tank.
Lines were marked or, the tank bottom in 158 increments from O0 to 750,!!where 0' corresponds to a pipeline parallel to tixe approaching wave
crests. After the model ,vas calibrated and placed in position, the

wave gage was lined up directly over the center of the test section with
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a plumb bob, clamped 4n position, and then calibrated as describedabove. The experimental arrangement is shown in Figure 21.

For each bottom clearance, six angles of orientation (0%, 15, 300,
45', 600, and 750) were tested. Fifteen runs with different wave con-
ditions were made for each bottom clearance and orientation angle.
These runs covered four wave periods ranging from 1.4 to 2.6 seconds,
with waves generated at four heights for each period, ranging to a maxi-
mum of about 0.7 foot (21.3 centimeters). Eight bottom clearances were
tested, ranging from 0.001 foot, 1/16 inch, 1/8 inch, 3/16 inch, 1/4
inch, 1/2 inch, I inch, and 2 inches.

The above experiments were done using a 3-inch-diameter pipeline
model. The tests were then repeated using a 2- and 4-inch-diameter
pipeline. The 1- and 2-inch clearances were not tested because the lift
forces at these clearances prover insignificant in the previous tests.

Also, the tests at an orientation angle of 75' were eliminated, since
the previous experiments dtmonstrated that the vertical forces measured
at this angle were insignificant, and too small to be measured with any
accuracy. Aside from these changes, the 4-inch-diameter pipeline was
tested at the same bottom clearances, orientation angles, and wave con-
ditions as the 3-inch-diameter model. The 2-i,.h-diameter model was
tested at the same bottom clearances and wave conditions, but only three
of the five orientation angles (0%, 30%, and 60*) were tested.

The stillwater depth in the wave tank was held constant at 3 fact
throughout the three-dimensional experiments, but since the base of the
pipeline model was located 2-7/16 inches (6.19 centimeters) above the
tank bottom, the effective stillwater deptb ovef the pipeline base was
2.797 feet (85.25 centimeters). The definiiion sketch for- the three-
dimensional experiments is shown in Figure 22.

4. Data Reduction.

The wave force data were taken on a two-channel strip-charL recorder
with the paper advancing at a speed of 25 centimeters per secund. One
channel recorded the forces while the other channel simultaneously re-
corded the wave surface profile directly c',er the center of the pipeline
test section, thus allowing direct correlation of the two records.

The two-dimensional experimental data were digitized manually using
a Gerber digital data reduction system connected with a card punch to
automatically punch the digitized values on comput-r cards. Using a
variable linear scale, each force record was first . vided into 20
equally spaced intervals per wave, each interval representing a time
interval of r/20, where T is the wave period. Each force record was
digitized at these points over an interval of two consecutive waves
(beginning at the wave crest), thus giving 'u dlues for the analysis
and averaging the wave forces over two wave cy( les.
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The points in the force records corresponding to the wave crests
were chosen as the origin (and end) of the digitized records. These
points were determined by averaging the midpoints of three or four hori-
zontal lines drawn through the crests of the wave record at several
elevations above the stillwatee level (SWL). These midpoints were
approximately identical except for some of the larger, lcnger waves in
which the peak of the wave crest did not exactly coincide with the mid-
point of the zero crossings of the wave crest. A sample data record is
given in Figure 23.

The three-dimensional ex.erimental da',a were handled differently;
the data were recorded on magnetic tape with an electronic digital data
acquisition system. This instrument sampled alternatingly from the two
channels (wave and force) at a rate of 100 samples per second, result-
ing in S0 samples per second from each channel.

The origin at the wave crest and the i,_ve period were determined
from the digitized wave records, rather tihan directly from the strip-
chart records. Sin'.e positive readings of che wave profile corres-
ponded to the crest aird negative .eadings corresponded to the trough,
the point of origin of the wave crest was determined by- taking the 'id- I
point of the positive readings between zero crossings on the wave iprofile. The crest was thus defined as the data point closest to the

midpoint of the zero crossings. The wave period was determined from
the nt'mber of readings betweer two suýc:cssive crests, since there was
a time interwal of 1/50 second between tach read.ng. Thus, the wave WI
period was determined tn the •itearest 0.02 second

The origin of the force record waz taken as the force ieading cor-
responding to the defined o.Agiin at the .zenter of the wave crest surface
prL.1.e, iin reality, there was a small timelag of 1/100 second between
the wave profile readings and the corresponding force readiags. This
small timelag was ignored in the analysis, i.:nce it was felt that the
accuracy of the defined origin at the wave crest was only good to the
inoave:t 1/50 secord, the time interval between successive readings of
the wave record.

Only one wave cycle was used for analysis of the electrui(•cally
digitized data. Since the data were on magnetic tape, it was impossible
to determine that two successive waves had exactly the same period and

height. until after the calculations were completed on the computer.
Thus, if the waves had slightly different periods, the time phase cor-
relation of the corresponding force readings would be slightly in error
when taken over two wave cycles. In addition, since the accuracy,

%A Aý 'A1.~PL Aii A~± ~Ij .LlA ± A . Lh~. I .L VIt±%. %UJ A.J &LAtw ,

more readings per wave cycle than the manual digitizing method, a suf-
ficiently large number of force readings could be obtained in nne wave
cycle.
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An estimation of the accuracy of the experimental measurements, along
with the sources of error, is tabulated in the Table.

A least squares analysis was performed on the digitized force data
to calculate the parameters, CL, 0, k, CN1, and CD, of the vertical wave
fcrce equation, and the coefficients, CM and CD, co-rresponding to the
horizontal wave force equation. Using this approach, values of the waveforce parameters that best fit the force data throughout the entire wavecycle can be determined. These values were then substituted back into

the wave force equation to calculate the force over a complete wave cycle,
thus allowing comparison of the results with the original data. The
least squares analysis is given in Appendix A. The computer programs
used for the analysis are given in Appendixes B, C, and D; the tabulated
results of the analysis are in Appendixes E, F, and G. Examples of the
computer output showing comparison of the original data with the forces
calculated using the results of the least squares analysis are given in
Figures 24 and 25.

I:[I. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1. Resultant Force Through Wave Cycle.

Both horizontal and vertical force measurements were made for some
test conditions in the two-dimensional experiments using the 4-inch-
diameter cylinder. The resultant force throughout the wave cycle could
thus be determined for these conditions. Figures 26 to 32 show the
resultant force plotted for each bottom clearance under the same wave
condition, a period of 1.85 to 1.86 seconds and a wave height of 0.24
to 0.25 foot (7.32 to 7.62 centimeters). Values from the corresponding
horizontal and vertical force records were plotted at 20 evenly spaced
intervals (180) through each wave cycle. The forces were plotted for
two consecutive wave cycles to indicate the degree of scatter in thedata. A rectangle was drawn at each plotted point to illustrate the

horizontal anl. vertical range of the force data over the two wave cycles,
and an envelope curve was drawn over these points.

Examination of these plots as a group (Fig. 33) shows the transition
of the resultant wave-induced force with increasing clearance for the
given wave condition (T = 1.85 to 1.86 seconds, 11 = 0.24 to 0.25 foot).
The vertical component of the wave force is dominated by the lift force,
while the horizontal component of the resultant force is due to the iner-
tial and drag forces, with the inertial forces predominating for the
experimental conditions tested.

For the smallest clearance (0.001 foot), in which the pipeline is
almost in contact with the bottom, tl•e resultant force attains a m'ximum
upward value under the crests and troughs of the passing waves. The
total wave force acts in the upward (positive) direction throughout the
complete wave cycle, except for small downward forzes in the vicinity of
90* and 270%, where t-ie horizontal flow revcrses.
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As tht clearance is increased to -./16 inch, the maximum upward
forces deciease in magnitude, anJ ilso occur slightly later in the wave

cycle. Ar. th-. same time, the dow'.ward forces increase, reaching their

maximum values at approximately 900 a&a 270".

Further incruases in the bottom clearance produce a continuous shift
of the positions of both the maximum upward and maxinun downward forces $
later in the ,-iave cycle. Simultaneously, the force3 become downward
rather than upward for a larger part of tbe cycle. kt the same time,
the ver-ical components of the wave force under the crests and troughs
become negative and increase in the downward direction, while the negative
forces at 900 and 2700 gradually decrease to zer'o.

At a 1-inch clearance, the resultant force acts downward throughout
almost the complete wave cycle, with maximum do-'nward forces occurring
under the crests and troughs of the passing waves. The vertical forcesar ero at 900 aind "2 ,
are ze a70%, the positions of the hiaximum hurizontal iner-
tial forces. lie;ever, the lift effect is -not very large for the 1-inch
clearance. The resultant force plot for the 2-inch clearance shows that
the lift effect is still present, but is relatively small, even in com-
parison to the small vertical inertial forces.

At a slightl, larger clearmace, the lift effect will disappear, and
the vertical forces will be due almost entirel) to the in,,rtial iorces,
since the vertical drag forces are negligible near the bottom. At this
clearance, the inertial force will act upward under the trough and down-
ward under the crest, so the resultant force plot will take the form or
an approximately symmetrical ellipse. This conditinn is si-own in
Fýgure .4 for a smaller wave period (1.23 seconds), with a 1-inch bottom
clearance. The ellipse is distorted slightly, due to the smal! drag
forces acting in the horizontal direction, 900 out of phase with the
larger horizontal inertial forces.

The horizontal camponents of the resultant wave force are also. :
affected by the proximity of the bottom bo, mdary. Although the horizon- 4
tal water rarticlo velocities and acceleratioi.- increase with distance
abuve the bottom, the corresponding horizontal drag -nd inertial forces
are larger wben the ppe is close to the bottom than when it is located . 1
above at larger clearances.

Figures 35, 36, and 37 show the resultant force plots at both large
and small bottoz,; clearances, for a wave with a period of 0.95 to 0.96
second and height of 0.24 to 0 25 foot. Because the wave peiiod is
small, the hcrizontal excursions of the water particles at the bottom
wid the duration of the ho•.;zontai flow are rco small foi the lift
effect to develop. So the forces acting in, both tae borizontal and ver-
tical directions are mostly inertial, with a small drag component ir the
horizontal direztion. The resultant fore plots thereo tfke o the form
of an ellipse.
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However, the horizontal conmenents of the resultant forces ara larger
at the smallest bottom clearances, even though the lift phenomenon is
absent. The presence of the bottom boundary produces an asymmetric flow
field around the pipeline. The resulting velocities and accelerations of
the water particles over the pipe section are thus modified by the presence
of the boundary, and the associated horizontal forcss are larger than they
would be if subject to the same kinematics in the absence of the boundary.
'The increased hor>.ýontal forces on pipelines located close to the bottom
are reflected in increased values of the coefficients of mass and drag,
CM and CD.

2. Orientation Angle Consideration3.

The coefficient of lift calculated in the least squares analysis of
the experimental data was computed using two alternative approaches
(Fig. 38): (a) the total horizontal water pacticle velocity in the
direction of wave advance, with the projected area of the pipeline in the
plane perpendicular to the direction of wave advance; and (b) only the
component of the horizontal-water particle velocity perpendicular to the
pipeline axis, with the projected area in the plane parallel to the pipe-'' iline axis.

After tabulating the data from the three-dimensienal experiments, it
i I became apparent that the second method gave consistent values of the

coefficient of lift for all angles of orientation. In contrast, the values
of CL obtained using the first method gave values that were low, and which
decreased with increasing angles of orientation (where 00 corresponds to
a pipeline parallel to the wave crests).

Relationships between the coeffici, at of lift, CL, and the parameters,
Sand k, of the lift force equation were the same for all angles of orien-
tation when CL was calculated considering only the component of the hori-
zontal velocities perpendicular to the pipeline axis.

In .ddition, relationships involving any of the parameters of the lift
force equation (CL, 0, or k) and various dimensionless parameters defining
the wave and pipeline conditions were consistent for all angles of orien-

* tation wher the horizontal ,iater particle velocity acting on the pipe
section was treated by considering only the component perpendicular to the
pipeline, and completely igno-ing the parallel component.

Thus, the results of this investigation show that the modified lift
force equations presented in this ieport can be applied to pipelines
located at any angle of orientation with respect to the wave crests.
1However, only the component of the horizontal water particle velocity
perpendicular to the pipeline axis should be considered as contributing
to the wave-induced iift force acting on Lte pipelineLv. Uing&. thi approach,
the parameters, CL, (, and k, lefining the lift forces exhibit the same
quantitative relationships bet -en the various dimensionless parameters de-
fining the wave and pipe conditions, regardless of the angip of orientation.
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3. Interrelationships Between CL, *, and k.

Sand k were defined as varying from 0° to 900 and 0 to 1, respec-
tively, with increasing clearance. * = 0° and k = 0 correspond to the
case of a pipeline in contact with the bottom (no clearance), while the
maximum values of * = 900 and k = 1 correspond to the case of a large
enough clearance so that the choking phenomenon does not occur at any time
througihout the wave cycle. Since a simultaneous increase of both parameters
was noted in the data for increasing clearance between the two limiting
cases, it was suspected that a direct relationship may exist between P and
k. Such a relationship was found, as shown in Figure 39. The same rela-
tionship held for all three pipe diameters tested, regardless of the ori-
entation angle, indicating that the relationship was independent of these
two factors, and was thus valid for any pipeline configuration in which
the lift effect was present.

In this plot and the ones that follow, the data for orientation angles
from 00 to 300 were plotted for each pipe diameter, without differentiating
the data corresponding to each angle. The relationships shown were found
to be valid regardless of the angle of orientation, provided the data were
handled as discussed above (using the component of the horizontal velocity
perpendicular to the pipeline axis). The data corresponding to each pipe
diameter are distinguished by using different plot symbols. The same
relationships hold for orientation angles of 450, but these data were not
plotted in order to minimize scatter so that differences between the pipe
diameters could be detected more easily. In general, the same rclation-
ships held for orientation angles up to 600. But in some cases, the lifteffect was negligible at high orientation angles, so tha values of the

associated parameters (CL, *, and k) were less accurate. Thus, plotting
all of the data corresponding to the larger orientation angles would intro-
duce additional scatter, obscuring the valid relationships which were
consistent when the lift forces were significant.

A relationship was found between the coefficient of lift, CL, and the
parameters, 0 and k (Figs. 40 and 41). CL appears to be better correlated
with k than with *. Note that for minimum values of k and *, corresponding
to the case of a pipeline in contact with the bottom, the value of CL is
approximately 4.5. This value is of interest, since it agrees with the
potential flow solution (CL = 4.495) for the value of the coefficient of
lift for a circular cylinder in contact with a plane wall, subject to an
inviscid steady flow (Yamamoto, Nath, and Slotta, 1973).

Maximum values Of CL occur at approximately k = 1/2, corresponding to
maximum lift forces that are equal in both the upward -id down~k'rd direc-
tions. The average value of the coefficient of lift at this point is about
9.0, with values extending up to about 10.5. These maximum values of CL
are attained at approximately 0 = 250 to 300 in the 0 versus CL plot.

Since the coefficient of lift, CL, defines the combined magnitude of
both the positive and negative lifts, it can be separated into two parts:
(a) the part defining the mzgnitude of the positive lift, CL(l-k), and
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(b) the part defining the magnitude of the negative lift, 5(k). The
quantities, CL(l-k) and CL(k), can be referred to as the effective posi-
tive coefficient of lift and the effective negative coefficient of lift,
respectively. Since, CL = 9.0 for k = 1/2, both CL(I-k) and CL(k) are
equal to 4.5 at this point. This means that the lift forces can reach
the same maximum magnitude in both the upward and downward directions as
are attained in the upward direction only for the same pipe in contact
with the bottom (where CL(]-k) = 4.5, but CL(k) = 0).

The effective positive and negative coefficients of lift are plotted
versus both * and k in Figures 42 to 45. Again, the correlations are
much better with k than with •. The average value of CL(1-k) drops only
slightly between k = 0 and k = 1/2, but for values of k greater than 1/2,
the effective positive coefficient of lift drops rapidly to a value of
0 when k = 1.

Thz average value of CLOk) increases with k until it reaches a maximum
value of about 6.0 when k = 0.75, and then decreases to about 4.S when k :z 1.
Individual maximum values of CL(k) attain values slightly greater than 7.0
in the vicinity of k = 0.75. But even the average maximum value of 6.0 for
the effective negative coefficient of lift indicates that the downward
lift forces may attain maximum values 33 percent greater than the maximum
possible lift forces acting in the upward direction. Maximum values of
C (k) corresponds to a value of ý of about 450, which is half way through
tke phase shift cycle.

The potential flow theory gives a value of CL = 4.495 for zero bottom

clearance, with a discontinuous jump to very high negative values of CL
for a very small clvarance (Yamamoto, Nath, and Slotta, 1973). In the
potential flow solution, the value of CL depends only on the relative
clearance; i.e., the ratio clearance-diameter. The coefficient of lift is
negative whenever the pipe is not in contact with the bottom, and its
magnitude decreases as the relative clearance is increased.

Although the potential flow solution appears to work reasonably well
when a pipeline is touching the bottom, this approach does not work when
there is a small clearance. This is because viscous effects are very
important for the flow through the narrow bottom clearance constriction.
The choking phenomenon li'nits the maximuim flow velocities and corresponding
pressure drops on the bottom side of the pipeline, thereby limiting the
maximum possible downward lift forces.

The results of this investigatior indicate that the effective negative
coefficient of lift, CL(k), can attain a maximum value of only 7.0. This is
mucii less than the values of CL suggested for small relative clearances by
potential flow theory. The coefficient of lift is obviously not a simple
function of relative clearance, since for a given clearance and diameter,
both the lift effect and the coefficient of lift will vary with the wave-
induced flow conditions. For the smallest relative clearances, the positive
lift forces were larger than the negative lift forces, especially where
the horizontal water particle velocities and excursions were high.
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The largest negative lift forces do not occur at clearances where the
choking effect is absent (corresponding to k = 1 and 4 = 900). Rather,
the largest values of the effective negative coefficient of lift correspond
to values of 4) = 450 and k = 0.75. Interestingly, when k = 1 and 4) = 90'
where the positive lift forc..s Lave decreased to zero and the choking
effect does not develop, the .,,.aximum effective negative coefficient of
lift is approximately 4.5, the same magnitude as the potential flow solu-
tion for the positive coefficient of lift for zero bottom clearance.
However, as the bottor. clearance is increased further, k and 4 remainat I and 90°, respectively, while the effective negative coefficient of .-
lift decreases to zero (with the diminishing lift forces).

Tle significe of these results is easily seen by following these
relationships for a given pipe and w.ve as the pipeline is raised from che
bottom, and k goes from 0 to 1. In the interval from k = 0 to 1/2, the
magnitude of the maximum upward iift forces remains the same, which is
approximately equal to the potential flow solution for a cylinder in
contact with the bottom (CL = 4.5). However, at the same time, the nega-
tive lift forces increase continuously, reaching a magnitude equal to the
positive lift forces at k = 1/2 (CL(I-k) = CL(k) = 4.5). Simultaneously,
there is a shift in the positions of both the maximum positive and nega-
tive lift forces, since 4 increases from 00 to 300.

In the interval k = 1/2 to ', the maximum positive lift rorces
continuously decrease to zero. At the same time, the maximum negative
lift forces increase to reach a maximum value at k 0.75 (whcre CL(k) =
6. or 7.), and then decrease back to a maximum corresponding to CL(k)
4.5 at k = 1. The point of maximum negative lift corresponds to 4 = 45°,
the midpoint of the phase shift cycle.

The phase shift of the maximum lift forces is only half as much in the
interval k = 0 to 1/2 (where ý goes from 00 to 300) as in the interval
k = 1,!2 to 1 (where 4 goes from 300 to 90°).

At k = 1, enly negative lift forces exist, and these go to zero as
the botto?, clearance is increased further.

All of the above interrelationships between 4), k, CL, CL(l-k), and
CL(k) were the same for all pipe diameters tested, regardless of the angle
of orientation (provided that CL was calculated considering only the com-
ponent of the horizontal velocity perpendicular to the pipeline axis).
Thus, for the range of conditions tested, these interrelationships were
independent of the scale and configuration of the pipeline. Also, there
is no mention of the wave conditions,which indicates the interrelation-
ships are independent of the wave conditions as well.

The relationships between the parameters, CL, 4, and k, defining the
lift force equation are useful, since if either 4 or k is known, the
other two parameters can be determined. All that is needed is a rela-
tionship between 4 or k and the wave and pipeline conditions.
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There appears to be a better correlation between k and the parameters
involving CL(CL, C (1-k), and CL(k)) than between the analogous relation-
ships using p, so bLe former relationships should be used. Also, in corn-
paring the plots of CL(l-k) versus k (Fig. 42) and CL(k) versus k (Fig. 44),
the scatter appears minimal in the plot with CL(k) for the interval of k
between 0 and 1/2. For the interval o- k between 1/2 and 1, the scatter
is much less on the plot between CL(l-.) and k. Therefore, it is suggested
that when determining a value of CL for a given value of k, the plot of
CL(k) versus k be used for values of k less than 1/2 (except for k close
to 0), and the plot of CL(l-k) versus k be used for values of k greater?

than 1/2 (except for k clo'e to 1) (see Fig. 46). For k close to 0, it
can be assumed that CL = 4.5. However, for k z 1, the value of CL can
vary from about 4.5 to zero, since as the clearance is increased from the
point where € = 900 and k = 1, both € and k remain at their maximum values
of 900 and 1, respectively, while the lift effect diminishes to zero.

When the above relationships between €, k, CL, CL(l-k), and CL(kM are
plotted for only the 4-inch-diameter pipe model, the scatter is reduced.
Although the data for all three diameters completely overlap (showing the
same relationships hold for all .diameters), the amount of scatter increases
with the smaller diameter models. This is because the data extend to
higher relative clearances (clearance-diameter) for the smaller diameter

models than the corresponding data for the 4-inch-diameter model, since all
models were tested at the same actual clearances.

Since the lift effect diminishes at high values of the relative
clearance, the lift forces on Th, smaller diameter models at the largest
bottom clearances were very small in many cases. This is especially true
"for the smaller waves and highe." orientation angles, where the horizontal
velocities perpendicular to the pipeline were very low. In such cases,
the lift forces were often insignificant, so the values of CL, 4, and k
calculated from the least squares analysis were not as accurate.

In addition, as the lift forces decrease with high relative clearances,
eddy-induced forces may approach the magnitude of the lift forces, thus
introducing furtaer error in the calculated values of CL, ¢, and k.

The lift forces were generally significant for all clearances tested
using the 4-inch-diameter pipe section, and since the measured forces were
larger, the experimental error involved in measuring them was less than
for the smaller diameter models.r Because of this, the data taken for very large bottom clearances were
not ipcluded in the plotted relationships. For higher clearances, values
of k and ¢ equal to 1 and 900, respectively, would be expected, since the
choking phenomenon would not occur throughout the .ave cycle. However,
as the clearance is increased, the lifroughot diminishes, resulting in
decreasing values of the coefficient of lift.
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If such data were included in the plots of C. versus k and *, values
of C ranging from 0 to the maximum values shown in Figures 40 and 41
would be present in the vicinity of k - 1 and * = 90* in the respective
plots. The same applies to the plots of CLWk) versus k and *.

These trends were observed in the data taken for the largest bottom
clearances (1 and 2 inches). However, since these lift forces were so
small, a significant amount of error could be introduced into the cal-
culated values of C *, and k b'cause of the presence of eddy-induced
forces, as discussed above. Therefore, these data were omitted from
the plotted relationships, since errors in 0 or k corresponding to low
values of CL would produce considerable scatter, obscuring the valid
relationships shown..

4. Relationships Between * and k and Parameters Defining the Wave and
Pipeline Conditions.

To use the above relationships between CL' 0, and k to determine
the wave-induced lift forces acting on a pipeline, either 0 or k must
be known. Thus, a value of one of these parameters must be determined
from relationships of 0 or k with the wave conditions and pipeline con-
figuration.

The lift force- phenomenon is a function of the following variables:

(a) Pipeline configuration

(1) Diameter
(2) Clearance
(3) Orientation angle

(b) Fluid properties

(1) Density
(2) Viscosity

(c) Wave-induced flow conditions

(1) Maximum horizontal water particle velocity perpendicular
to the pipeline axis

(2) Wave period, which represents the duration of the flow in
one direction

(3) Length of the horizontal excursions of the water particles
perpendicular to the pipeline axis (this quantity is di-
rectly proportional to the product of the above two param-
eters)

Assuming that only water with a limited range of temperature is being
dealt with, the fluid properties will be ignored for the present. The
orientation angle of the pipeline can be handled as discussed above,
considering only the components of the horiLontal fluid notions
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perpendicular to the pipeline axis. Since the length of the horizontal
water particle excursions is directly proportional to the product of
the wave period and the maximum horizontal water particle velocity, cnly •

four independent variables are left: diameter, clearance, horizontal
water particle velocity, and wave period. Thus, any single parameter
used to relate CL, *, or k to the wave and pipeline conditions must
include these four variables. This constraint is necessary if the rela- J
tionship is expected to be valid for general application under any set
of wave and pipeline conditions.

The four variables can be arranged into several dimensionless param-
eters. The important parameters should include the following:

(1) relative clearance, clear/Dia

where clear = bottom clearance

Dia = pipe diameter

(2) Keulegan-Carpenter parameter, Umax T/Dia

where T = wave period
Uax = component of maximum horizontal water particle

velocity perpendicular to the pipeline axis

(3) clear/Uma T '
max

NOTE.--Not all of these parameters are necessary to describe the system
since some are redundant, but some may be more useful than others.

Since viscosity is an important variable involved in the choking
phenomenon, the Reynolds number, Dia/v, and a Reynolds number for

ethe clearance,ssUlax clear/v, are ahso important parameters (where " =
kinemati vicosty).

The dimensionless parameters, clear/umax T, Umax T/Dia, Umay clear/v.
and Dia/v, were plotted versus the lift force parameters, C ,, k,
C and CL(k), for constant values of the relative clearawice,
clear/Dia. The correlation was not good with the parameters involving
the coefficient of lift (CL, CL(l-k), and CL(k)). However, good cor-
relation was found between several of the dimensionless parameters and
the quantities 4 and k.

The parameter, clear/uma T, exhibited the best correlation with
both 4 and k for each relative clearance, although there was some varia-
tion in these relationships for the data corresponding to the different
pipe diameters (see Figs. 47 to 52). Although the differences are not
large, t,,c data do indicate the presence of a scale effect in these
relationships.
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Ir
and k were alst correlated with the Keulegan-Carpenter parameter,

UmaxT/Dia. However, these relationships were not the same when the
data corresronding to a given relative clearance were compared for dif-

V ferent pipe diameters. The relationships were the same for a given
absolute cl..arance, rather than a relative clearance (clea:/Dia). These
relationships are shown in Figures 53 and 54 for the combined data from
all three pipe diameters.

The parv~meter, Uma clear/v, demonstrated correlation with both4 and k, but these relationships also exhibited a scale effect, such that
the relationships for a given relative clearance were not the same when
comparing the data for different pipe diameters. Figures 55 and 56 are

I ~examples of these relationships for the 4-inch-diameter pipeline.

Correlation between the Reynolds number, umax Dia/v, and the pz.raul-
eters, * and k, was not good, especially when comparing the data far
the different pipe diameters.

Since none of the above dimensionless parameters alone could be
used to deteraine a value of 0 or k for ary given pipe diameter, clear-
ance, and wave condition due to the presence of scale effects, several.
of the parameters were combined in various ways to form different dimen-
sionless parametars containing all four of the important variables
(clear, Dia, Umax, and T). An attempt was made to find a single param-
eter containing all of the important variables that was well correlated
with • or k for all wave conditions, pipeline sizes, and configurations.

Several relationships were found that exhibited good correlation for
Sall the wave and pipeline conditions tested. However, since this is a

model study and, therefore, limited to lower values of the Keulegan-
Carpenter parameter and Reynolds number than prototype design situations
in the ocean, caution should be used in extrapolating these results.

SThe dimensionless combination. (clear/ T) (Dia/unaxT), demon-

strated the best correlation with both 0 a~h for all conditions
tested. These relationships are given in Figures 57 and s8. Since both
k and 0 define the point at which choking occurs in the wave cycle, it
appears that the choking phenomenon is directly dependent: on the water
particle excursions relative to both the pipe diameter, (Dia/ ax T),
and the bottom clearance, (clear/umax T).

fAlthough the parameter, (clear/Umax T), is equvalent to the ratio
of the bottom clearance to the horizontal excursion of the water parti-
cles (differing only by the constant 1/70, the quantity (Umax T) should
not be thought of only as defining the length of the water particle
excursions. Both variables, umax and T, are independently important in
defining the choking phenomenon. The larger umax, the sooner the chok-
ing conditions will develop in the wave cycle for a given clearance and
pipe diameter. Similarly, since the wave period, T, defines the duration
of the horizontal flow in one direction, the larger the wave period, the
sooner choking will develop relative to ths temporal length of the wave
cycle.
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The slight amount of scatter in these plot3 in the vicinity of k *

I and • - 900 is due to the error in calculated values of -and k for
the largest bottom clearances where the lift effect was small (as dis- I
cussed above).

Larger values of-the dimensionless combination, (clear/umax T)
(Dia/ 5 x 'A), than given in the piots would correspond to larger bottom
clearances and pipe diameters relative to the maximum velocities, wave
periods, and water particle excursions. For these conditions, the
values of k and * would remain at 1 and 90', respectively, while the
lift affect would eventually diminish to zero with increasing values of
this parameter. These trends are evident in the data token at the
largest bottom clearances (1 and 2 inches), although these data were
not included in the P',ove plots.

Similarly, lower values of the dimensionless parameter than given
in the plots would correspond to higher maximum velocities, wave peri-
ods, and water particle excursions relative to the smallest bottom
clearances and pipe diameters. So for lower values of this parameter,
both k and 4 should remain at their defined minimum values of 0 and 00,
respectively, corresponding to lift forces acting in the upward direc-
tion only, with very little or no flow possible under the pipe section.

Although f was defined as varying from 0* to 90* only, negative

values of 0 are exhibited in the data for the lowest values of the
dimensionless parameters plotted. However, since most of these data
points correspond to the smallest diameter pipeline model tested (2
inches), this could be partly due to experimental error, since the measured
forces *ere smallest for the smallest model. Also, part of this dis-
crepancy could be due to the difficulty of accurately defining the peilk
of the wave crest in the experimental wave records. This point was
arbitrarily defined as the midpoint of the zero crossings on either
side of the wave crest in the digitized data records. However, in some
cases, the waves were not perfectly symmetrical, so the maximum eleva-
tion of the water surface did not coincide exactly with the midpoint of
the zero crossings. This was esptcially true of the largest waves with
the longest periods, which in the plotted relationships would correspon3
to the minimum values of the dimensionless parameters (at the lowest
bottom clearance tested). Thus, the actual kinematics under these waves
would be slightly out of phase with the calculated kinematics, resulting

in an error in the calculated value of 4. However, this source of error
should be the same for the large-diameter models as for the smallest models.

S. Relationships Between ) (clear/Dia) and k (clear/Dia) and Parameters
Defining the Wave and Pipeline Conditions.

Many other useful relationships were found by multiplying e and k
by the relative clearance, (clear/Dia), and plotting these dimensionless
products versus various dimensionless parameters defining the wave and
pipe conditions. Figures 59 to 62 are examples, although, several other
parameters also showed good correlation with 4 (clear/Dia) and k (cleaa'/
Dia).
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Both p (clear/Dia) and k (clear/Dia) are correlated with the dimen-
sionless combinations (clear/Umax T) (clear/Dia) and VDia/Umax T
i(clear/u T) (clear/Dia). However, k (clear/Dia) appears to be bettor
correlateaxwith the first parameter, while • (clear/Dia) shows better
correlation with the second parameter.

It is clear that for values of the dimensionless parameters lower
than those shown on the plots, both ý (clear/Dia) and k (clear/Dia)
will remain at a value of zero. This would correspond to situations
where the clearance was minimal relative to the hori. ontal velocities,
wave periods, and horizontal excursions of the water particles. Thus,
both k and ý would be expected to equal zero and 00, rjspectively, and
the relative clearance would either equal or approach zero.

Large values of the dimensionless parameters correspond to situa-
tions where the clearance is large relative to the horizontal veloci-
ties, wave periods, and horizontal excursions of the water particles.
For these cases, k and ý will remain at maximum values of 1 and 900,
respectively, while the relative clearance, (clear/Dia), will increase
with increasing values of the dimensionless parameters. But as the
relative clearance is increased beyond this point, the lift forces will
decrease to zero, so extension of the plotted relationships to much
larger values of the dimensionless parameters is of little value.

6. Relationships Between the Coefficients of Lift and Parameters
5Defining the Wave and Pipeline Conditions.

The coefficient of lift, CL, the effective positive coefficient of
lift, CL(l-k), the effective negative coefficient of lift, Cj,(k), and' the maximum effective coefficient of lift (maximum of CL(l-k) or CL(k)) d
were plotted against various combinations of the dimensionless param-
eters. The parameter, (clear/umax T)(Dia/umaxT), which previously
gave the best correlations with ý and k also demonstrated the best cor-
relation with CL, CL(l-k), and CL(k). However, these relationships
exhibited more scatter than the previously discussed interrelationships
between the coefficients of lift and the parameters, k and ý, so it is
suggested that the previously discussed relationships be used for design
purposes.

7. Relationships Between the Lift Forces and Parameters Defining the
-Wave and Pipeline Conditions.

As with the coefficient of lift, the total lift force (FL
1/2 C p A uma C) can be partitioned into the maximum positive lift,
FL(l-k), and the maximum negative lift, FL(k) (Fig. 6). These three
forces, as well as the maximum lift force (maximum of either FL(l-k) or
FL(k)) were plotted against various combinations of the dimensionless
parameters. Only one relationship exhibited good correlations for the
data from all three diameters plotted together. This was the Reynolds
number, umaxDia/v, versus the maximum lift force (either FL(I-k) or FL(k),
whichever is greater) (F.g. 63).
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This relationship shows that for any pipe diameter, orientation angle,
or bottom clearance, the maximum, lift force increases with the Reynolds
number in a regular manner, at least over the range of the data in this
investigation. The maxi~mum lift force may occur in either the upwa&rd or
downward direction, depending on the magnitude of the bottom clearance
relative to the wave conditions and pipe size. This relationship does
not hold for the maximunt upward lift or maximumo downw~ard lift alone, but
only for the largest of these two forces in any given situation.

8. Relationships Involving the Vertical Coefficients of Ma:-,s auDrag
and the Vertical Inertial and DragForces.

Both the vertical coefficient of mass and the vertical inertial
forces were plotted against se'veral dimensionless parameters defining
the wave and pipeline conditions, but no useful relationships were
found. This is not surprising when considering that the vertical iner-
tial forces are relatively small, and thuas subject to error from the
transverse eddy-induced forces which were not accounted for in the
least squares analysis.

No attempt was made to plot relationships involving the vertical drag
forces or drag coefficients, since these forces were negligible.

9. Relationships Between the Horizontal Coefficient of Mass and
Parameters Describing the Wave and Pipeline Conditions.

A limited number of horizontal force data were taken using the 4-inch-
diameter two-dimenm,ional :nodel. Values of CM and CD were calculated
from the least squares analysis, and an attempt was made to relate these
coefficients to various dimensionless parameters describing the wave and
pipeline conditions.

Figure 64 shows the horizontal coefficient of mass plotted versus the
relative clearance, clear/Dia, together with the potential flow solution
for a circular cylinder in the vicinity of a plane wall subject to a
uniform flow with constant acceleration (Grace, i974). The data follow
the potential flow solution reasonably well, although for a given rela-
tive clearance, there appears to be some variation in the value of CM
with varying wave conditions. Also, the wave force data give slightly
higher values of the coefficient of mass for the highest bottom clearances

I,' tested. Although the experimental data are limited, they indicate that
* the potential flow solution may be very useful in determining a value for

the horizontal coefficient of mass, at least for wave conditions where the
inertial forces predominate over the drag forces.

However, since there was some variation in the values of CM for
different wave conditions for the same relative clearance, an attemp!
was made to determine relationships between the horizontal coefficient
of mass and the various dimensionless parameters defining the wave and
pipeline conditions. Reasonably good correlations were found between
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several of the parameters. Figure 65 shows the relationship for CM

versus clear/umaxT.

j 110. Relationships Involving the Horizontal Coefficient of Drag.

The horizontal coefficient of drag was plotted against several
SI: dimensionless parameters, but no useful relationships were found. This

was ex.ectee since the horizontal drag forces in this investigation ware
much smaller than the inertial torces, due -o the !-L., horizontal
excursions of the water particles relative to the diameter of the pipe-
line.

11. Example Problems.

GIVEN: A design wave with height, H = 10 feet and period, T = 10 seconds
acts on a pipeline with a diameter, Dia = 8 feet in a water
depth, d = 80 feet. The pipeline is oriented at an anele of

,• 30° with respect to the wave crests. Section A of the . elineis in contact with the bottom; section B spans the bottom at a

clearance, clear = 6 inches.

FIND: For both sections A and B, find

•iii: ,.(a) the values of the lift force parameters (CL, ¢,and k);

*(b) the maximum positive and negative lift forces;

(c) the positions of these maximum lift forces in the wave
cycle; and

(d) the lift force at e =1200 in the wave cycle.

SOLUTION:

2Lo7 5.12 (10)2 = 512 feet

d 80d 80 -- 0.1562
Lo 512

!d 80
Usig tables, = 0.1885, so L - 80 = 424 feet

Usivgtabls, L0.1885
sinh = 1.481:: L

z = distance from bottom to center of pipe
sections.
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For section A (clear = 0)

z =4 feet

z 4424 = 0.00943

27rzFrom tables, cosh -- = 1.0017

H cosh(- 1 - 10))(1..0017) 2.12 feet per second
ST sinh( )(1.48l)

Component of Urax perpendicular to the pipeline axis is

urax (cos 300) = (2.12)(0.866) = 1.84 feet per second

(a) Since the pipe is in contact with the bottom, (clear =0),
FLcleark0 = i.C A 1*= 0* and k = 0. From Figure 40, CL v 4.5.

(b) Maximum positive lift (per unit length)

FLI-k) CL P A Umax2 (1-k)

1(4.5)(2)(8)(1.84)2 (1-0)

= 121.9 pounds per foot.

Maximum negative lift (per unit length)
r ÷I

Since k = 0, there is no negative lift, and the lift force' is
positive throughout the wave cycle.n (c) Since = 00, the positive lift forces are maximum at 00 and 1800

in the wave cycle (under the crests and troughs), corresponding to
the points of maximum horizontal velocities.

The lift does not become negative, but diminishes to zero at 900

and 270, the positions of horizontal flow reversal in the wave
cycle.

(d) At e= 120*

FL CL p A Umax [ 2 ( 1200 -k )i- (4.5)(2) (8) (1.84)2 [cos2 (120. 0o) 0]

-30.5 pounds per foot
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For section B (clear 6 inches)

z 4.5 feet

z 4.5r = -- 0 .0106
424

From tables, cosh 2z - 1.0022L

7tax H cosh 1 l.1) .1.0022
si cosh = (1'l0)1'481 = 2.13 feet per second

U1max T LW 1)(.8
sinh() (1 1.8 I

component of Umax perpendicular to the pipeline axis is
PI

Umax (cos 30") = (2.13)(0.866) = 1.84 feet per second

(a) Use Figure 57 to determine a value for k

clear Dia (0.5)(8) 0.0118
(u T •-xj u T T84)(10) (1. 84)(10)

so from Figure 57, k = 0.67

and from Figure 58, = 45".

Alternatively, either € or k could be determined from Fig. 39,
once the other is known.

From Figure 46, for k =0.67

CL(1-k) = 2.75

2.75
so CL = 06) 8.3.

(b) Maximum positive lift (per unit length)

1 2 '
LO Umax2ii FL(I'k) = •" CL p A 1 ax(1-k)

- (8 3)(2)(8)(1.84)2 (1 - 0.67)

= 74.2 pounds per foot
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Maximum negative lift (per unit length)

FLCk) " CL P A Umax2 (k)

I(8. 3)(2)(8)(1.84)2 (0.67-,

- 150.6 pounc: 'per foot

t (c) Since * - 45, the positive lift forces are maximum at 0* + 450
454 and 180' + 45° = 225' in the wave cycle, and the negative lift
forces are maximum at 900 + 450 = 135S and 2700 + 45 = 315o in
the wave cycle.

(d) At 0 = 120"

FL = 2 CL p A umax 2 [cos2 (120'- 45') - 0,67]
1

2- (8.3)(2)(8)(1.84) 2 icos2 (1200 - 450) - 0.67]

= - 135.6 pounds per foot

Again, it should be stressed that -the relationships involving the
lift force pa-rameters, CL, •, and k, were determined from model studies
conducted •c. much lower values of the Keulhgan-Carpenter parameter and
Reyno'ds ntiber than those encountered in full-scale situations in the
ocean, Therefore, caution should be used in extrapolating these results
to prototype designs.

Further studies usi.ng a larger scale facility are necessary to
evaluate the importance )f -•cle effects in these relationships, to
determine their liLi;ations, aid possibly to kxtend or modify them so
they are valid foe any scale.

F' IV. CONCLUSIONS

1. The triditional steady-flow 1-.ft frce model, expressed as
FL = 1/2 CL p A :2, ig not a suitahle model for the description of wave-
induced lift forces. This nodel assums that the lift force acts in
one direction only (upward or duwnward) throughout the entire wave
cycle.

2. For pil "ines located at a small clearance above the bottom,
a viscous choking effect limits the maximum velocities through the
constriction formed by the bottom clearance. Correspondingly, the
pressure drop on the bottom side of the pipe section is also livited.

"In contrast, the flow velocities and corresponding pressure drop
.4

-::':iover the top side ef the p;ipeline are not limited. As the choking

effect develops 'and the flow becomes restricted through the bottom
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clearance constriction, mote of the flow must be diverted over the top
of the pipe section, resulting in a downwarr4 shift in the stagnation
point, as well as an increase in the flow velocities and associated
pressure dr-p ov.r " L Zup side of the pipeline.

The induced changes in the flow pattern, velocities, and associated
pressure distribution over the pipe section due to choking through the
bottom clearance constriction result in an upward lift force, rather
than the downward lift force predicted by potential flow theory.

3. Thus, for an oscillatory wave-induced flow, the lift force acts
downward in thoso parts of the wave cycle where the horizontal water
pa:'ticle velocities are not high enough to produce choking through the
bottom clearance. In this case, the unrestricted flow is faster through
the bottom clearance constriction than over the top of the pipe section,
so the corresponding pressure distribution results in a Ttegative lift
toward the bottom boumdari.

However, in those parts of the wave cycle where the horizontal
velocities are sufficient to induce choking through the bottom clearance
constriction, the lift force acts in an upward direction.

4. For a given pipe diameter and wave condition, as the bottom
clearance is increased, higher velocities are necessary to produce the
choking effect. Thus, the negative lift force can reach a greater
magnitude and occur later into the wave cycle before the choking condi-
tion is induced.

Correspoudingly, the positive lift that occurs only after the
choking condition develops is limited to a smaller part of the wave
cycle, and the maximum magnitude of these forces decreases with
increasing clearance. In addition, since there is a small timelag
involved in the development of the choking phenomenon and the transition
from negative to positive lift, the maximum positive lift occurs later
into the wave cycle, although its magnitude is diminishing.

5. All major features of the wave-induced lift force phenomenon
can be described adequately by a modified lift force equation, FL =

4 1/2 CL P A umax 2 [cos 2 (e - *) - k], where * represents a phase shift
in the position of the maximum positive (upward) lift force i.elative j
to the point of maximum horizontal velocity at the center of the wave
crest, and k represents the proportion of the total lift force cycle
that acts in the negative (downward) direction. The values of 0 and
k vary from 0" and 0, respectively, for the case of a pipeline touching

•1 the bottom, and increase with increasing clearance (for a given pipe-

line and wave condition) to maximum values of 900 and 1, respectively,
A when the pipeline is far enough from the bottom so that the choking condi-

tion does not develop. = 0* and k = 0 correspond to lift forces that
are positive throughout the wave cycle, with maximums occurring at the

,I points of maximum horizontal velocity under the wave crests and troughs.
= 90° and k = 1 correspond to negative lift forces throughout the wave

li
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1 cycle, idth maximum downward forces occurring under the crests and
troughs of the passing waves. These two cases reprasent the extreme
conditions bounding the lift force phenomena. At any intermediate
9earahce between these limiting cases, both positive and negative
ift forces will occur at different parts of the wave cycle, and the

positions of the maximum upward and downward lift forces will not
coincide with the positions of maximum horizontal velocities in the
wave cycle.

In order to use this lift force model, values of the parameters,
CL, *, and k, must be determined for the given set of wave and pipe-
line conditions. A model investigation was carried out to determine
relationships between these parameters and various dimensionless param-
eters defining the wave and pipeline conditions.

[ 6. A direct relationship was found between the lift force
parameters, 0 and k. Relationslips were also found between the
coefficient of lift, CL, and both 0 and k. In addition, CL can be
partitioned into the positive effective coefficient of lift, C (1-k),
and the effective negative coefficient of lift, CL(k). Both oi these

H parameters are also related to both 0 and k. The correlation is-better
with k than 0 for the relationships involving CL, CL(l-kl, and CL(k).

All of these relationships were the same for all pipe diameters,
• I bottom clearances, and wave conditions tested.

7. The average value of CL at k - 0 and * f 00 (which corresponds
to a pipeline in contact with the bottom with no clearance) is 4.5.
This is the same as the potential flow solution for the lift force on
a circular cylinder against a plane wall subject to a steady, inviscid
flow parallel to the wall.

8. Maximum values of CL occur at k = 1/2 and * f 30%, where
CL = 9. In the interval from k = 0 to 1/2 and = 0° to 300, the
effective positive coefficient of lift CL(l-k) remains at approximately
4.5, while the effective negative coefficient of lift CL(k) increases
from 0 to 4.5. In the interval from k = 1/2 to 1 and * = 30* to 90',
CL(l-k) decreases to 0, while CL(k) increases to reach a maximum of
about 6 or 7 at k = 0.75 and 0 = 450, and then decreases to a maximum of
4,5 at k= l and 90*.

9. Using the above relationships between CL, ý, and k, if either
0 or k is known, the remaining two parameters cin be determined.
Therefore, an attempt was made to find relationships between 0 and k
and various dimensionless parameters defining the wave and pipeline,,'i~i :conditions.

The best correlation was found in the relationships between 0 and
k and the parameter clear/umaxT for constant values of the relative
"clearance, clear/Dia. However, comparison of the data corresponding to
the different pipe diameters indicates a slight scale effect is present. *1
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F * atnd k were also related to th. parameter u,.clear/v for constant
values of clear/Dia, although the scale effect was worse for these rela-
tionships. ý and k showed very good correlation with the Keulegan-
Carpenter parameter, umnT/Dia, although these relationships were the
same for a constant abs-Tute clearance, rather than a constant relative
clearance. Correlation between * and I and the Reynolds number was
poor.

10. Because a scale effect was evident in the above relationships,
several of the dimensionless parameters were combined to form new
dimensionless parameters that contained all of the important variables
(clear, Dia, u•x, and T). An attempt was made to find a single param-
eter that was related to either # or k for all wave and pipeline condi-
tions tested in this investigation.

Both * and k showed very good correlation with the parameter
(clear/u T)(Dia/UaxT). These reiationships were valid for all pipe
diameter-btm cTearances, orientation angles, and wave conditions
tested.

In addition, the relative clearance was combined with both * and
k to form the quantities *(clear/Dia) and k(clear/Dia,, both of which
exhibited very good correlation with more of the dimensionless combina-
tions than either ý or k alone. k(clear/Dia) was best correlated with
(clear/umaxT)(clear/Dia). ý(clear/Dia) was also correlati-d with this I
parameter, but exhibited better correlation with the parameter

Dia/umaxT (clear/umaxT) (clear/Dia).

11. CL, CL(I-k), ano Cý(k) were correlated with the same parameter
as * and k, (clear/umaxT)(Dia/uma T). However, these correlations wwre
not as good as the previous correlations between the coefficients oflift and k or .•:

12. For a pipeline that is not parallel to the wave crests, the
lift forces are apparently due only to the components of the horizontal
water particle velocities perpendicular to the axis of the pipeline.
Using this convention, consistent values of the coefficient of lift,

CL, are obtained for all angles of orientation. In addition, the rela-
tionships between the lift force parameters CL, *, and k, as well as
relationships between these parameters and various dimensionless param-
eters defining the wave and pipeline conditions, are ideitical for all
angles of orientation.

13. The maximum lift force (FL(l-k) or FL(k), whichever is greater)
exhibited good correlation with the Reynolds number, (u3  Dia/v). This
relationship did not hold for the maximum positive lift L(1-k)) or
the maximum negative lift (FL(k)) alone, but only for the largest of
these two forces in any situation. The relationship was the same for
all diameters over the range of conditions tested.
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14. The horizontal coefficient of mass, CM, showed excellent
agreement with the potential flow qolution for a circular cylinder in
the vicinity of a plane wall subject to a uniform flow with constant
acceleration. These results indicate that the potential flow solution
may be useful for selecting a value of CM for wave.-induced forces, at
least for situations in which the inertial forces predominate over the
drag forces. The horizontal CM was also correlated with several of the
dimensionless parameters defining the wave and pipeline conditions,
such as the parameter clear/umaxT.

V. RECOMMlENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

1. Experiments similar to this investigation should be carried out
in a larger wave tank facility. This would allow the testing of larger
diameter pipeliihe models as well as experiments at higher Reynolds
numbers and higher values of the Keulean-Carpenter parameter. Such
an investigation is necessary to determine the validity of extrapolat-
ing the results of the present study to design situations in the ocean,
and to point out any weaknesses or limitations of the proposed lift
force model due to scale effects.

2. It would be of intexest to perform experiments to evaluate the
magnitude, phase, and frequency spectra ot the vertical transverse
lift forces due to eddy shedding for a horiz3ntal cylinder subject to
oscillatory horizontal flow velocities. This could be done by oscil-
lating a test cylinder horizontally in still water away from a boundary,

or by using a pulsating flume facility. The horizontal flow patterns
at the bottom could be simulated, but without the lift force phenomenon
due to the boundary. Only the transverse lift forces due to eddy
shedding would act in the vertical direction, so the magnitude and time
history of these forces could be easily measured.

A thorough analysis of the eddy forces for different pipe diameters
and flow conditions would allow an evaluation of their importance rela-
tive to the Bernoulli-type lift forces, and at the same time explain
some of the variations in the vertical wave force parameters calculated
from an analysis which neglected the eddy forces because they could
not be separated analytically because of their random nature. Adequate
knowledge of the eddy forces would allow the addition of the eddy lift
force term, FL = 1/2 CL p A umax 2 , to the Morison equation with appro-
priate values of the coefficient CL for any given set of wave and pipe-
line conditions.

It should be noted taat evaluation of the eddy forces for a cylinder
away from a boundary would only give an approximate estimate of the
eddy release phenomenon for a pipe located near the bottom. The presence
of the bot,•om boundary changes the flow pattern, velocities, and pressure
distribution around the cylinder, and therefore would be expected to
have some effect on the formation and release of eddies.
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3. Since the restricted flow through the narrow bottom clearance
constriction is the critical part of the lift force phenomenon, the
effect of pipeline roughness. and bottom roughness on the. wave-induced
lift forces should be stvi4ied. This has practical significance, since
the ocean floor is not necessarily smooth, and pipelines installed in
marine waters may soon become encrusted with marine organisms, thus
increasing their surface roughness.

4. The effect on the lift force phenomenon of a horizontal bottom
current superimposed on the oscillatory motions of the wave action
should be investigated.

-* 5. The effect of porosity of the bottom on lift forces should also
be investigated.

..
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APPENDIX A

LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Using Morison's method for the calculation of wave forces on a
pipeline, the vertical component of the wave-induced force may be
expressed as:

Fv (FI) + (FD) FL + FL

C= M p V - + 1/2 CD p A v IvI

! + 12 CL p A Umax 2 [cos 2 (6 - @) - k]

+ 1/2 CL p A umax (Al)

Since the transverse lift force associated with eddy shedding (Fj) is -

a random phenomenon, there is no way to handle its time history in ]
analyzing a wave force record with several other forces occurring
simultaneously. Because the Bernoulli--type lift forces were much
larger than the eddy-associated forces for a pipeline located close to
the bottom, the eddy-associated lift force term was dropped from the
analysis.

The vertical components of the water particle velocities and
accelerations near the bottom are small in comparison with the corre-
sponding horizontal components. As a result, the vertical lift forces
due to the horizontal components of the water particle velocities are
generally much larger than the vertical drag and inertial forces. The
drag forces are especially insignificant since the vertical excursions
of the water particles near the bottom are smaller than the diameter
of the pipeline.

Using linear wave theory, the kinematics of the wave-induced water
particle motions with respect to time can be expressed as:

.2'rz
- I•, cosh (-O--2i': I U =T inh 2--r--

121TZ

cH sinh E--(

= -27d. sin 6 (A3)sinh
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KI
i~ i 2 z.av 2n2H Lin Cos(M

S= -I • 27rd. o ,(4sinh 2-

where
S~H =wave height "

T wave period

L = wavelength

d = stillwater depth

• ¶z = vertical distance above the bottom

S- t = position of the wavc cycle with respect to time.

Substituting these expressions into the vertical force equation yields:

, i ~sinh2(L
Fv CM ::(i -) os 0

F- 2 2ITz

pD H2 2 sihi, i- pD r O H=- -- sin e Isin elL 22T2 r•; i 2T? sinh2( )

pAFT2H2 cosh2 L " k(

CL _ [cos 2 (02- ,) - k] (A)

I': 2T2 sinh2  (2 .

or

Fv -C F~v cosO - CDFDV sine Isinel + CLFT, [cos2 (0 - A -k], (A6).

where 2Tz - t
pV27T Ii inh

T sinh 2L--!) (A7)

2 2'rrzASpA�r2 H2  sinh" p Ar H 2nd
FDv 2T sinh 2  -2Lrd (A8)

!2T
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2"nz
pAi 2 H2 cosh2 4r)

FLy = N2 dL (A9)
2T sinh2 (21rd

The exp:i-ssions, FMv' FD' and FLy, are constant for a given set of
wave and pipeline conditions.

Linear wave theory was used in the analysis because, as discussed
previously, there seems to be no obvious way of accurately describing
the lift force phenomenon mathematically using higher order theories.
Since the lift forces P-'• much larger than the vertical drag or inertial
forces, with the drag forces being almost completely insignificant,
there was no point in using higher theories to eApress the vertical
components of the drag and inertial forces.

For any vertical wave force record in which the corresponding wave

and pipeline conditions are known, a least squares analysis can be
performed on the data to determine the values of the unknown parameters
CL, 0, k, CM, and CD in the vertical wave force equation. The least
squares analysis yields the values of these five parameters which best
fit the force data throughout the entire wave cycle. This is accomplished
by determining the values of these parameters which minimizes the sum of
squares of the difference between the observed force data and the corre-
sponding forces calculated with the mathematical model throughout a
complete wave cycle.

Using the appropriate trigonometric identities,

b cos 2 (3-•) = 1/2 + 1/2 cos2 (02 -)

1/2 + 1/2 (cos 20 cos 20 + sin 20 sin 2ý), (AlO)

so the lift force equation can be expressed as:

FL= 1/2CLPAumax 2 [1/2cos 2ý cos 20 +1/2sin 20 sin 20 + 1/2 - k] (All)

or FL = A1 cos 20 + B1 sin 20 + C1  (A12)

where A1 = 1/4 CL P A Umax2 cos 20= 1/ 2 CL FLv cos 20 (A13)

B1  1/4 CL p A u1.,ax sin 20 = 1/2 CL 1ýLv sin 20 (A14)
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C1 =1/2 CL p AUmax 2 (12 k) CL FL (/2 k). (AIS)

H In an analogous manner, the vertical components of the inertial and drag
forces can be written as:

(FI) =aM M cos8=D Cos O (AI6)

Iv C ti max

and Dv M1/2CD A Vmax sin Irmax sin 61 E sin 0 Isin 61, (A17)
•:~FD D } = xHFv(1)"•

lwhere D = CM P CC) M v 1"

27rz
av 2'n2H sinh

(*)2 21rd (A19)
SC)max T sinh---2d(19

E1 =1/ 2 CD p A V IV I CD FD (A20)

sinh 2-j7)

a2wd. (A21)Vmax T sinh (---

The total vertical wave force at any position 9. in the wave cycle can
then be written as: 1

F (0) =FL + () + (FD) = A cos 2e. +B sin2. +2 C
v6 1 L (FIv ( Dv 11 11 1

c+ D Cos 0i + E sin 0 i sin 0.i.(A22)

4 The parameters A1 , B1 , C1 , D1 , and E1 are constant for any given values
of CL, *, k, CM, and CD, corresponding to the particular wave and pipe-line conditions under consideration.

The sum of squares of the differences between the observed vertical
forces, F (0i), and the corresponding calculated forces, F (8.), is
written :
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n n

iFv (ei) -Fov(i)]2 c [A1 o 2e + B1 sin 20. + C+ D1 cos ei

+ Elsin 01 Isin0il - For(e.)12. (A23)

To minimize the sum of squares of the differences, the derivative of
This expression is taken separately with respect to each of the five
unknown parameters A , B C D , and E , and the resulting expressions
are set equal to zer;, yielding I system of five simultaneous equations
with five unknowns. The system of equations is then summed for each
interval, i, over a complete wave cycle, and the resulting expressions
are solved for the values of the unknown parmaeters A1, B., C], Dand
E1 which thus minimize the sum of squares o- the differences. Thl
dlrivatives are:

a[F vLO - Fov('i)]2
-= o- 2A Cos2 20. + 2Blsin 20. cos 20.
aA1  1 1 1 i

+ 2C cos 20 + 2D cos e. cos 20.

1 1 1 1 1
+ 2Elsinei Isin Oil cos 20.

2F (0i) cos 28i = 0 (A24)ov11

a [Fv(.) - F (0W)]2
v1 1 = 2A cos 20. sin 20. + 2B sin2 20.

11
+ 2C sin 20. + 2D cos 0. sin 20.

+ 2Elsin Gi Isin 0il sin 20e

- 2F (0.) sin 2e. = 0 (A25)ov11

a[FvCo.) - F (0W)]2
1 0' 1

= 2A cos 20e + 2B sin 20e

+ 2C + 2D Cos 0.

+ 2E 1sin 6i Isin 0il

-2F ( 0 (A26)
ov
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a[F (ei) - Fove()l
V I ovi = 2Aros 2e Cos e

+ 2B sin 2e cos 0 + 2C cos e.

+ 2 DCos + 2Elsin e, Isin Oil cos 0.

2Fo(e.) cos e. 0 (A27)

OV 1 1v--

" -; F =2Alc6s 20i sin 0, Isin oln

+ 2Blsin 26i sin 0. Isin Oil

+ 2C1 sin i 1 Isin Oil

+ 2D Cos 0i sin Oi Isin Oil

+ 2E1 (sin Oi Isin Oil)2

2F (0i) sin i Isin il = 0 (A28)

For an even number of equally spaced time intervals, Oi, summed over
a complete wave cycle, many of the terms cancel out due to the symmetry
of these sinusoidal functions. Thus,

n
cos 0. = 0 (A29)

n
• cos 2. =0 (A30)

i=l 1

n

."sin 20. 0 (A31)

sin 0. Isin il - 0 (A32)

ii=1

.cos e cos 20. 0 (A33)
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n
cos 0. sin 20. 0 (A34)

nycos 0. sin 0i Isin 6ij = 0 (A35)

cos 26. sin 26.0 0 (A36)

i=l 1

1[.
n

[ cos 20i sin Oi Isin oil = 0 (A37)
i=l

n

sin 20. sin Oi Isin il= 0 (A38)

when taken over a complete wave cycle, As a result, only the squared

terms, and the terms involving the observed forces, Fo (0j), remain in
these equations. The resulting expressions are:

n n

- A 052 26i - F o( cos 20. =0 (A39)
i i=l

n n
Bl sin 28" F o(e.) sin 20 = 0 (P.40)

CI• -• Fov(0i) nC1 - ,Fov( =0 (A41)
S, il i=1

n n 0)co .=
D OS -. Fo i Cos 6. 0 (A42)
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n

Ei (sin oi Isin eil.),

n

- l For~e() sin 0. Isin Oil - (A43)

where n is the total number of values taken from the vertical wave force
record (from P-n even number of equally spaced intervals per wave cycle,
and over any number of conplete wave cyclesl and i is the number of the
interval.

These expressions are easily solved for the unknown paramete7, A1 ,
B1 , C1, D1 , and E1 , yielding:

1 FCv(ei ) cos 20i

A =ii (A44)

i1

n
F (aFCei) sin 26i

B = 1 (A4s)
Ssin2 281i

n • ov (6i)
i-! (A46)

1 n

n SFov~ei) cos a,
D = (A47)
D1 = n

Scos2 ei



F0... f) roi- (A48)

S( c sin ei Jsin e0.) .
i-I

With these relationships, the corresponding values of the parameters
C•s *, k, CM, and CD in the vertical wave force equation which best
fit the data throughout the complete wave cycle can be obtained.

The coefficients of mass and drag, CM and CD, are obtained directly
from the parameters -)I and El since

n 4
D F (0.) cos 0.

D ji- (A49)CM " M " n
F FMv cos 2 ei

F (0) sin 0. isin Oij

C n (ASO)Dv n
DDv F (sin ei !sin e.l)2

Since A, = 1/2 CL FLv cos 2ý and B1 - 1/2 CL PLv sin 2ý, the phase

shift parameter * can be obtained from:

(.sin 2fj. / t '- 1 (AS51)

* = 1/2 (2*) = 1/2 tan-' " I) 1/2 tan -

since 1/2 CL FLy cancels out of the expression Thus,

(6 F 2i)/iL sin 206

* /A tan-hul (A52)nn
Fov(0.) cos 20i/i cos' 20i

i 1
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After € is known, the coefficient of lift, CL, can be obtained from

either A1 or B1 , since

AL n Fov (60i cos 2ei
CL 1/2 FLy cos20 = nAn3)

1/2 FLy cos 20 c cos 2 201
i-I

n
B Fov (6i) sin 2ei

or CL= 1/2 FLy sin2i n(
1/2 FL sin 20 sin2 26i

Alternatively, CL could be obtained from A1 and B1 directly without first

solving foTr , since

"A 1
2 + B1

2  "c(1/2 CL FLy cos 20)2 + (1/2 CL FLy sin 20)2

V(1/2 CL FLy) 2 (cos 2 20 sin2 2¢)

1/2 CL FLy (ASS)

Thus,

2 A1 2 + B1 2
CL

FLv

[ Fov (0k) cos 20.2 [ o e i 26

n n

COS 2 2 ei • sin2 20.,i-i i -I 1

~Lv . (AS6)FLy
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Finally, the parameter k can be obtained from C1 knowing the value
of CL, ,since

n

cl [~ Fov (ei)/

k 1/2 - =1/2 - i-i n (AS7)
CL FLy CL FLv

Thus, once the vertical wave forces on a pipeline are measured I
experimentally, the values of the parameters C, C, k, CM, and CD of
the vertical wave force equation which best fi the data throu3hout the -
entire wave cycle can be determined for the particular set of wave and
pipeline conditions tested.

In an analogous manner, the least squares analysis car be applied
to the horizontal wave force data. Oitting the horizontr'l force
associated with eddy shedding, t..e horizontal component of' the wave-
induced force can be expressed as equation (2):

au

Fh= (FI)h + (FD)h CM p V r +/2 CD p A ulul. (2)

The data from the hori.?ontal force measurements show that the horizontal
eddy forces are insigniificant in comparison to the horizontal drag and
inertial forces for the e.-Derimental conditions tested.

Using linear wave theory, -he horizontal components of the wave
kinematics with respect to time can be expressed as:

cosh -L-
.2Ud Cos

sinh 2i-'n-d

.2irz.
.2u 2H os d.- sin 0. (,A58)T sinh -- d

L
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Substituting these expressions into the horizontal wave force equation

yields:

21t
Fh Cos 0 oCD pAn 2J42  cosh2 (-

"h D 21,d cos e Icos eJ

.2irz.

2T sinhpV29rH cosh -i:
-CM T I sin 2n sin 8 (AS9)

or Fh - CD FDh cos e Icos el - CM FMh sin e (A60)-

where I
2Wz

-!• ~pA~r2H2 cos~h2 -=

PM21 cosh2  I1Z

F~h = v H o d. (A62)T sinh (

The expressions Fob and FM are constant for a given set of wave and
pipeline conditions.

The horizontal couponent of the wave-induced force can also be
written as:

Fh = A2 cos 8 IcosOl + B2 sin 0 (A63)

where

A2 = CD Fm 412 CD p A urax l (A6)
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:1r
cosh
umax T'77rd(A65)

B 2  CM FJh CMP V(ft) (A66)

1J 22ird(A67)

Thus, the total horizontal wave force at any position Gi in the wave

cycle can be expressed as:

Fh (6i) =(FD)h + (FI),,

A2 Cos 6i Icos Ojj B2 sin e.? (A68)

where the parameters A2 and B2 are constant for any given values of CDtand CM, corresponding to the particular wave and pipeline conditions A
under consideration.

The sum of squares of the d~ifferences between the observed horizontal
forces, Foh (9i), and the corresponding calculated foices, Fh (0i), is
written as:

[F (6) - F (ei)]2ý 1 [A 2 cos Oji Ices oilA6

2 sinO 8 -10 A9

The derivatives of this expression taken with respect to the unknownJ
parameters A2 and B2 and set equal to zero give the following equations:

D[Fh (0i) -FOh ()2I
a A2 = 2 (ýcos Oi jcos 6iJ )
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r

+ 2B2 sin 0i cos Oi Icos oil

- 2 Foh (0i) Cos 8. Icos Oil

-0 (A70)

5[Fh (.) - Foh (Oi0]l 
'

aB2  = 2 A2 cos 8i Icos Oil sin ei

+ 2 B2 sin2 0.
23.

-2 Foh (0) sin Oe .

-0. (A71) I
n

Since • sin 0. cos 0. leas eil 0 for an even number of equally

spaced intervals 0. summed over a complete wave cycle, the resulting
summed expressions for the derivatives set equal to zero are

n n
A2  Z (cos 0I Jcos .il)2 - • Foh (0k) cos e. Icos Oil 0 (A72)

n -n 0) iO 02B2 =• sin2  F h (0 sin e 0. (A73)o

These expressions are easily solved for the unknown parameters P2 and

n
F (0) cos 0. [cos oil

A 1=1 h i
2 n 

- A 4( Cos i lcos eil)2

j= 138
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n
i Foh Ce.) sin e.

B 2 n (A i'
sin2

i=l 1 i3.i
The coefficients of mass and drag which best fit the horizontal wave

force data throughout the entire wave cycle can thus be obtained directly
from the parameters A2 and B2 since

A2 oh (ei) cos e I cos oi
CD =- n (A76)

FDhJ I (C'SOs i Icos eii)2

B2 : F oh (1i sin 1 1CM- F-2 =- n (A77)F h Mh 7.sin2 6. 9

113
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P OGRA14 S"LOIA( NPUT ,OUTPUT.PUNClm)
DIMENSION (ItALA)S(II*IF(1,Pt.(4,

C SET T ST COND I TO1N S
ANGLE .0.

C FEAC IN DIGITIZED DATA
a PEAD 1,UP9DNtuF9OFtOIAqXC

IF (UP )I10,109
: RADAO29CL#TvN XV XF Cqmih7O.(NI4I)tI=Iq4)

I FORM4AT(2F3.392F3.0,2F3*31
2 FORMAT(FS. 3,F3eZ, 12,ZF2.l.7F3.O)
3FORMAT( 24F3oe0)

CDETERMINE WAVE H4EIGHT

GO TO It
23

Z=CL +R*OI A X**I*P/ .TT

8wEVPCfI*O*PI*SSXL

u.(s4*COtIA I/iP*P/2eTT

C DfwTeRIINE AVERAGE, M.AXIMUM, AND MINIMUM FORCES
FM A X*-.

TO FP(I)a(FI(t)-POP*(DPIC)0*OO2lO4VFXP

73 CONTINUE

IF(FP( I )eGTwF0MAX)902v901
902 FMIaF'p(t)

12 SFw5F+FP(I)
I3 CONTINUE

SF -SF jAOe
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CCAVPPAE SUM4S OF SQUARE$ AND PRODUCTS

OT so 31*159Lfl36

0(l)CSIN(Sl

COSINIA)
ZItIlC*Aes (c)
PC I bUPPI I1)-SF

SFK:SPKX*pII)K(t)
SFVUSFQ4pf I *YtllI

SF~.SFZ*F I)*Z I

AZ=SP Z IS.
WVA A SF K

WG*AQ*SFQ

YR SFP-VK-VY-VZ-VO
C CALCULATlf COEFFICIENTS AND PARAMETERS PHrI ANO K

PHw2uSG:6?69*ATAN2CAG.AY)

IF(P,41.LT*ASm)?S99,SG999

CLV82*$ *AVLV
ANGw(ANGLE*PI )i'IS80*
CLVASCLV/COS(ANG)
CLVUmCLVA&COS( AMG)
COVS-At/FMV

xKKU.5(Sf/ICLVFPLV)l
PRINT RESULTS OF ANALYSIS
PRINT 200

200 FG90AT(1941)
PRINT 4)KNAE(T.KPF~N

IMA~FPS,4x9HCEWRFT 96X97.4zA(FTI,3Xtl2HCYL LGIW(FT)q.AESNAHG(O
216G))
PRINT 300,? TiptXLDqUqCLOI73,XCiANGLE

PRINT 30?
307 FORMAT(6X,12NTOTAL SU% SO,6XSHCOS2Ati0A.SHsImAdItx,4mos1,K9IloH
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_ - - 77

AIts~: s It 60

PRINT 30i L~fNVqO
303 0OU44T(1OK, F *0I #J/

PRINT 104
104 POUN#AiTtIOE,44 CLV~l@KS" CLVAq1@A,5N CLVUIIKtsN COV floMsSI COV

FRuI"T 309
309 FORMAT 43*X* IB1PAVGC LO 19 TX v 9 PNAX(L9 19 K,64FNIL8I)

PRINT 304's ,PFNAX K IN
3C4 FORMANT 130KsOt, 15.06 ,I 1 o5 t t t #4 1

PUNCH 3S?,CL OIA ,ANGLE.T, MELUICL.V.CLVA.iCLVU P041 XKtC;Vi*C;V

307 OPMPATtf*.39 S. 3 ,,*,,,,3 3 ,lqF*3*1 , 1*, 4* 4,,.&,3IIR4029 a 7649F69

PLO CRIGINAL DATA AND RESULTS FCR COMPARISON

D0 31 Lak,101
6(L)SI 4

31 CONTINUE
00 25 1.1,40

past I laAK'1(pv I *OO I 3A*1IlA~GItS

I's CONTINUE

DO So 1at~ 4a
CSAeS(FVI 1))
AsASS(FPI III
IF(C-SD)S?.S?.50

STtriA-9169,59,56
56 *%A

fiF (65-00. 301,43,43
41 IF(sS-400.l'*1694, 

4

F4 66.50.
G0 TO 4?

G0 TO 47

GO TO 47

10 CONTINUE

G~j)SSI*

I TP IF 1,1 r3

60 TO a

IFuR-TANSI ltPOVL3

SDEEP WATER IIMAiL ES T IMATE FOR WAVELENGITH
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APPENDIX C

COMPUTER PROGRAM-FOR VERTICAL LEAST SQUARES
ANALYSIS (ThfREE- DIMENSIONAL DATA)
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-C SET T9ST CONDITIONSF
0C00

c ORC DOPATAIsI" 0I)tu

PRINT 2S9L0 E

OMAN 1444 OPEC, *DELTA 9JSAMPoHI

tilla(lO~b.orao.STO, I
C, OclaTW.RN WAVE IEIGhT

so&
IPE4"1C1).LTo@.)AOA,.@3

Go To 401
4:8CIV' ?.~lt~GI.@,)4*,4904h
- o-To 40* .

4~
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inm -1 - -

711i

00S 10 IA to

613 IFljjAj!T*O3~ 0.1*Q0.
1 12G3

Go TO l6l408S@Gp3 IJ
014 030043+9

tTM2=XrN2

TT2AlTM2

mJJNXJ.~ 1

SCALOJLAT5 CONW hI~.S IN POR1CkIQuATIO"
P1.3.1415986 33

CALL VAVELITOpXL)

AaeRX( a..PI*ZV)AXLI
COSS4AsA:( 1.'A1

CS:COSHAfSIP*IS
SuS lNHA/VStINS
CF~wR*OtAl*XC*"*#I*P!.'(2**T*TI
FLVaC( I *M*CSOCS

PNV'mCpl*o!A*pI~ss

C OETIEWIteE AVERAGE# MAXIMUM9 AND MINIMIUM PCOCES

00,1 Ii a1.j
FP( I jaF *I~tMl-11*O.02204
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IP O P0 I~1 ~NESS,*

c CA AI aUmS OP MqSS AND PRORCS

Paso

OFWWit 1cosis I

*GVAWON nt:tjso*p~p~I Ix

AVQietI101
AI

API, PARA~a.Ti0$ PHI we K

CCALCULATECeF! 18r

IF P451 .Lt.-&Ge ) 7els

wASOS"TtIA@*AG*AV*AV)

CO-VAwCLVPCOSI A#4S
CLvU~CLVAfcoS4 &to)

CNN AEC*CPSPV I

14?



C O Pj"T ISWTS Or &$"Vlll$

iret

$0 OAT.SOA He,8A I 3

*T~~.8 #*JUASAM OJjl(,,**
HO4 VWAW~t0 mulo.44puu

-64SC left OSASAWef MCLS.M..U:L*V CLWD.It*l COW 9125K. tCO

3060prl J~3011epf

-6 MMO To NASA"

"0aw as

=00 APO.II0

PRI CNT3N&6
00 It 1m1 9 J9 J$

P8$(Il~PIhPVI It
"So *~Ott £8I

414Z too'
*INS.U

, PO

'II
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- ... .. .............. . ........................ ,-, i

AALYSIS r(TWO-DIMENSIONAL DATA)

I

Al
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C SETTET 3.3 .8,D2P.13fN.0: EDt POMA?(aAP3.DAT
4 we AVE OUZN To,

01(VATI I-WO&1 13 1 3oO

00O1TIN1910

I&COT NUE NSM*~EEUTO

CAL AVELIT O.MLI

COSHAS4A*Is IIAl

PNCPI*A*IA X4*t*(S 4~eTT

C OeT9eUN4E AVERAAGE, MAXIMUM. AND MiINMUM FORCES
PMAX-fsi
PMO INS* S

SO T 0

703 CONTINUE

90? IFIPPI11oLTsF"IN)9O3912

903 PMINw~M0I?1
C CALCM&.TE SUMS OF SQUARES AND PRODUCTS

150
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SF 0.*
O~ing314 15926536

AsA+OT
PitIu*S!N(A)
COCOSIAI
i(I)GC*A53o (C)
Fl I) uFP(lI)
SFFnSFF*P( I)OF (I)
SFPUSFO4.F( I)*P( I)
SPZOSFZ+P( I)*Z( 1)

18 CONTINUE
APnSFPIo20o
AZ sSFZ# 15.
MPuAPOSFP-

c CALCULA . COEFFICIENTS
CNN'- APs'FNN
COhtuAZ-/FO

c POINT RESULTS OF ANALYSIS
20PRINT 200
20 ORMAT(IHII

4 ~PRINT 4 -

'4 FORWAT(IOX,6HTfS6CI Tx 6NNT(FT),SX 9NUAVEL(PTI,6Xt?NOEP(FTIAX,9NU
IIK.%X(FPS) ,4x,9NCLEARIFTI6,Gx7NOIACiWT,3XI2HCVL LG IFITI ,4XU4ANG(O
21 GIO
PRINT 300a.N.XLqD*U.c.L*DlAvXC,*ANGLZ

300 FORM4AT(2X.F13e2,F13.3,P13.2,ipF ~3. ,P l44f
PRINT 330

330 FORMAT(26XI2KTOTAL SUN S@,7Xt3H$IN,1GXtS4C0SfCOS*4I
PRINT 331.5FF VP VZ

331 FORWAT(20X, 3FtS *,
RAINT 332332 ANA A(46XqZHAP,13Xq2HAZ)
PRINT 3.33#APPAZ -

333 FOFMAT438.X,2 15.6/
PRINT 33#

334 POfMAT146X 3NFMP412Xv3HFDHI

335 PORNA4T(3SX92FI5o.*///l
PRINT 336

336 FORA4T(46X,3NCMM#I2Xp3NCDH)
PRINT 337#CMMCDM

337 FORMAT(35X,2FIS*J/l//'I
PRINT 309

309 FORMAT (36X, SHFAVG(LU I tX 9HFMAX(LSI.9?Xv SNPMINtLS))
PRINT 304vSPFMFAXqPMIN

304 FOPMAT(3O~tF is-6f2Fl5o.9//,'I
PUNCH 387,C XI#NLIT::Lt:6~CO*4SF

C PLOT ORIGINAL n)MA AND RESUTS FOR~.,. COMPARISON

PRIMY 26
26 PCPU4AT(4X,7'4 F'PfLB93XVI FN(LS),ZE,0$4 OF!SVf.S)d'

-'4
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00 3t L-1,101

31 CONTINUE
Do 3210a10,1

RES4 II P H I )

6151 )a34

GIL 5. iN

100 ;~l"4A T192I"41", 11R37. t I ),
61 IutIal

32 CONTINUE
vi O am

90 CONTINUE

SUSROUTIiE WAVELI DXL)
*u32.2*T*T'e.2a8316d
YPO-G. 03 105*0

C DEP WTERINI IAL ESTIMATE bVOR WAVELENGTH
2 XMul

GO TO 4
-ZHALJ.0U.AATU -141tI . ESTIMATE FOR WAV61EI4GTH
3 XLmT*SORTtO*382*2

xLuU*T4NHI TPO/ELx)
P ETURN

END
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APPENDIX E

TABULATED VERTICAL FORCE DATA
FROM TWO-DIMENSIONAL EXPERIMENTS
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it

Culp 01 4MG 7 T I. UMA CLV c¢.4 CL¢g• "I K Cow Cow

.&ot .,.0: 0.i$ a 3!8 %S4! .04 3, ,.0 3.1 0 .4 .:30 ":1 6.A8 40.70

• 01.10, 0. 1.:1 *SIT ,o.335 : .e 4 31 B.e1 4.1, -3.0oo .o06, -1.09 81.•
6W :1 6 DoI &*G 3ol192610? JOGl 3:ll U411 3*45 "...+ &* Mt? 1 016 l87*l

* l , 1 1 0 :O, 6 3? 4 l] 0 1 4 4 • 00 6V S S o s o 3 ,0 0 3, 6 0 - 1 6 0 36 - * * I s * l o all 1 60 7 6

tO 1 167 10 I0 1 *2&2 111.71 oSJ15 **10 .4* % 4.4S -3.63 etO0i -1•00 21.78

.001 .107 0. 109 .'38 13.41 :4100 3,70 3.0 3.a0 -30.417 .0024 -1.01 -4.64•.001 .107 0. 2.00 .359 1 .1£l .5622 3.00 3.00 3.00 -- 21.7£ -. 0500 .29 -00.29

.001 *167 0 2.:64 :1631 9.:09 . .14 4.94 : .34 -£0.43 .0431 -1.01 -13.69
. t001 a10 0. 247 19.43 4341 53. 3 31 -8 371 -. 0437 2.3 00
,001 .167 0. 2.53 .330 19.00 .1774 2.66 8.66 .6o6 -07.43 -.0771 2o6. 615000
.010 .167 0. 1.8l .313 7.16 .2027.01 .00 7?0: .806 3.76 .e66s S46 41.04
.010 .807 0. 3.87 414 7.600.4149 4.60 4. 6 6 8 6093 .5367 .01 . .17
.010 .,17 0. 1.64 .5019 0.23 .0929 4.6? 4.S? 4.5? 5.80 .3460 .d3 30.00
.. 00 .067 0. 3.07 .336 960 .4160 60.7 60.67 6.57 16.33 .4919 W.79 460.3
.010 *17 0. 1.17 .39£0.11 all 11,4i 9.41 6.641 e .. &1 .0310 3.09 10.18

:010 .167 0O 1.73 :438 Il.9 *427T 4.19 4.39 4.30 4.11 .3322 .61 47.93. 0 3 0o . , + , 0 . 3 .6 1 " .3 6 . 0 7 .5 4 0 2 • 4. 9 4: 9 4 . 9 1 4 . 94 .3 3 4 3 o o i 1 90. o
.00 .10 7 0.It 1.0 .2l 0134.3 07 3.67 3.6 3.7 8.92 .2644 .77 00.56

.~ 010 7 .10 J0. 2.8 101 16.9 .81 0.6.06*0 0.06 0.06 £0.87 .t~ 4 • 001-.8 94.16
:,5 08 4. 1 . *-3:.:7 .: 4 33 71, 3.: -0 .2.010 1:07 0. 8.66 .254 13 .17 .446 4.20 4.20 4.80 -2.00 .2437 .40 -090.5

t0o .167 0. &a74 .467 3s.07 6280A.6 4.07 a.C 4at9 4031.a5 .3 00
.0010 .3? 0. 3.0IR .244 &%.90 .3705 4.0 .14 0.34 8 0.4200 8546.044 -8m -29.381

.020 .1,7 0. 2.6a .324 1&.17 3.o0 3.09 3.00 -11.1 o.3.1 , 3.11 -3,.23

.021 .167 0. 8.0 .323 714 .0119 04. 007 A.00 24.y 18.4 .3107 3.39 34.14

.021 3617 0. *.6 2 6£909 .l46 9.69 a.69 1.59 66.00 .2020 -.7 -200

.o08 .67 0. 1.24 .400 3,37 .301665 3 :5 13 37 6. 410.2 41 o4 "11 01 2. 1 -2

. 00 1 .016 7 0 3.4 .463 9.7 7 .6701 • 6 4 .19 4 .89 4 .3 9 .6 0 5 .1864 I.0 ' 86.26

.03 .16067 0. 1.26 . ..9 7.47 .4 .02 6.07 1.675. 34.70 .407 .094 0.56

.00 ? .807 0. 3.3 .040 9.95 .6427 be.0 00t0 4.06 -300 .0110 -*is 6.93?

.001 .167 0. 1.74 .49 9.o07 .06638 4.0 4.76 4.07 10.19 .4875 -. 9 -6.609

.00 .160 0. 13. 2:9.404 £1.2. .1706 3 09 4 6.14 293.4 .0166 -2021 -2.0.1

.00 .041o 6 0. 3.O68 20 33.301 .3053 6 4.67 4.5 4.57 4.i 7 .30 92 .461 0 3 .0 34

.00 . 06 . .60 .3 0 3.42 .53246 4.03 4.73 4.632 . 2 .3 3 2 4 0 .36

: .O i 167 . .2 0 1 5 .36 3 14 04 .231 4.82 4.23 4.2I - 3. 4 .3417 - 30 3 ?*3.7

.0011 .016 0. 2.0 .64 010 39.30 .4 146 3.6 3.63 3.00 -0.71 -. 2030 -2. 4 -06.78

.0 0 l . 8 6 7 0 . 8 . 0 4 :. 1 0 0 00 . 6 30a• 3 7 1 . 3 3 .30 0- 3 6 0 0 - . 0 1 4 - 4 - 6 3 . 3 9

.o0 .167 0. 3.9. .334 100 1l 7.06 3396 3330 3.30 46.01 .7t00 2.41 -3.ill

o051 .900 O* .4041 7.?2 ?01 • 4719 040 .469 .09094 3.3 23.90
.01 #206 .0 32 .420 7.4 ..4146 2.92 S.9.2 la3 .407 07 09 3 .53

:001 .20 6 0. 3.4 7 .4 6500 96 . 5 4.0. -. 3 £66 *1664 3.46 0.93
.0:1 .206 0. 30 .324 9 4 6 097.33 7.1: 7 32.,0£ .6930 -. :6 29.033 .200 0. 3. 10.o8 .l 40 0. 610 180 . 25.8.00, .206 0. 3.0' .,04 1,03 :0: 099. 3 o.0£ 03.0 -3.38 .14661 .o6 2!.o0

.031 0200 0. 1.66 .207 32.9 6 447 42 42 46.7 .1692 a:9 30.93
:033 .200 0. 3.89 .33*09 1332 .41?6.0 44:173 4. 43 .12 .01336 -2.41 -62.01
0011 :204 0. 2*03 .3464.67 3 5541 3.60 3.66 3.60 -1.66 7 9.72J h5 4 -.. 0.9

:00 .201 .2 06 0. 11. 14 . 36.6 7 . 40 22 4o2. 4. 22 31. 4 .084 6 -2 44 -11. 9 73620001201006O:20• 05 142 :341 3 3 61 3:61 3:S1 -403 *• -169 - 01.12

.a1t .206 0. 1.93 .240 19.0 .4o0 '6. .0 13.s04 3o.4o .370 4.8 30.641

0011 .206 0 8.0 .10 3 0 06 £9.20 .]153 04. £ .73 4.7 6.06? . Io0 34 220.66

01 ,201 io 1.2 .. o .7.36 ^,139 6o0i io0I 04*4 .9441 2.10 27. :i1
011 .206 0. 3.i0.4 204 5 7.0 .4330 0.09 6.09 6 409 6 9 3.73 39.83

.013 .806 0. 3.46 .23 39.40 .30g? 6.94 6.94 6.90 43 . 61 .0430 3.1% 36 .037

, I11 .200 0. 3.60 .33. 30.4 0 .0 00 0.30 .480 
.86 .6 4 .0 03.10

: 0 0 l .2 0 6 0 . h 6 ,9 4 . 4 5 £ 3. 6 7 * 6 40 0 0. 0 9 6 .0 989 l.99 2 8. 0 3 .5 0 4 6 - 3 . 63

:011 *20 O: 1:9: :32. I*9:. :3t19 7:03 703_ 7:33 J326 :159J940 -&&a0 - .o03

*0il .806 0. 8.09 .J6 34 .74 & .2 00 
3.94 6.4o 6.9 0 0 3. 410

.011 .204 0. 2.66 '1Z 4 39.37 o42 06.60 4.90 20 . 0.71 SUN 3309 &74.s

02.0608.267 1236 3934 .41 6.42 .,!S.. 9.% 13497 .5576 -8.2 037.93.01 .250 0 -. 1.84'* .316 73.37 .310 4.48 4.42 4.92 14.33 -o4440 -3.60 -42.90
t00 .86 0. 1.90 .00 7.70 1.494 t ease :4.04 4.308 9:07 .3 .0 6Z.629

.001.6, .144.0 .9 .62 .343 .333 .0016 0.2 4.1

.011 aO:0 0. 2.63 .200 10.00 9 450 0 ' 40.5 6.45 9.4 0 1 .23070 o3 .. 1o20

: 011 .09 0. 2o56 *30 19.56 .S364 4.20 4.* 1 4 371 0906 *.3040 &1* 53.60
.021*0 0o I 346 ?*f0. .420032.3 02 4.06 3.66 30 o90 o060 ]10 S.27o4 3.4

.003 .201 0. 3.06 o434 ?3.6 .6339 3.03 01.0 3.62 8.71 M0691 3.05 17.50
. 0 0 3 . 2 50 0 . 3 . 9 6 .2 25 3 . 0 7 . 3 0 7 :• . .9 .. 0*0. .o 1 94 : 0 3 - 8 . 2 01

.00 .61 00 +0. 8.53 .808 19.00 .4665 2. 4 621 3.35 3.36 -. 7 -.0414 -3.75 -13.07

.00 3 .200 0. 2.0 4 . 90 7 9•98. * 1 3.44 3.46 2..4 .60 - .7 6 -71.01

.Oi . 250 0. ,.0 :.3,73 7 . 5012, . 0.:0 0.0_1I: 09 I6:0 * I . 7 :0 2 24. 083

at30 .. 6 0.- 1.4c6 .443 26 3 9 6 9 7. a 914 1.3 31.6 .055 S .7 43. 3

:021 .10 0. 1 .494 .3 3 9.77 .00?6 74 7 7 1 1 683 06.00

.. 0 .20 0 . 36 0 1.04 1310. 3 .130 9 o47..- 7.23 7. 31 20.74 .0042 -371 39001

G0l021 0 0 . 32 0 1 10 8 4.3 .50 .6o4 46 .504 ,06 20.0 1 94 33 .0 a 04 6.

.021 .2 o0 0. 1* 6 :2o 33 19 .3: .16 031 :0.7 0 .• 0 0. 70 36. 09 o 5904 6.03 833.13

.030 .21 2 0 .O 3.59 .320 ?33.3 .1080 4.92 0932 4.92 28.84 .4688 -.04 54 .97

. 9 30 : 2 0 0 0: : .: 6 1 , : 4 1* 3 . 2? 6 .4 4 0 0 .49O . 9 9 3 2 # 0 6 e. 4 .1 461 .0 • . 0

,08021 .2 0 0*. 2.1 5 .40 19.13 .4162 47.0 43: 7.0 : 4301 .4 30 6 8.29 343.90

".020 .200 0. 2.57 .300 19.34 .2 0 5.67 as- 5e 1.* ? ] J*00 90119 -
2

*29 1 4Up1

.00 1 .2 30 0 % 1. 24 .34 4 7.37 .3 50 0 4. 62 3.4 2 3 .06 1. 43 .0106 3.00 2 °4. 40
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.021 .331 0. 1.-4 :2Z2 9.07? .793 3.56 3.56 3.56 75.29 .0829 2.12 -32.74.023 ,33 0. 1,64 .2e 9.?7 .33.4 3.19 3.99 3.4 700.90 .6771 2.0* -22.68.021 :333 0. 1.67 .30Z 9.5a1 .3776 4.57 4.67 6.57 65.04 .861? 1:3l -23.76.023 .333 0- '-5I .325 9.95 .4190 5.3p6 5.08 5.00 s5.0 .7?9864 833 -3.03.021 .333 0. 1.6t .054 12.71 .0618 2.61 2.e1 2.61 65.23 .633S 3.26 -258.38:023 :333 0. 1.42 S063 18.80 .077"? 330 3.30 3.30 84.26 .9162 2.25 -213.97.023 .333 0. 1•62 .095 382.0 .143S 3.34 3.34 3.36 64.36 .960S 2.72 -111.91.021 :333 0. 1.65 I135 3.0?7 .201 3.69 3.69 3.49 17.95 .6449 4.37 -54.27.021 .333 0. I.6c .136 12. .i 2044 3.06 3.67 3.67 75.72 .9092 3.42 -65.91.023 .333 0. 1.•" *172 13.25 .2638 3.66 3.06 3.68 ?J73.3 .6946 2.1k -68.36.021 .333 0. 1.6. .204 -2.98 .3096 4654 46b. 6.45 64.51 .7961 28.96 -10.99.021 .333 0. 1.86 .e35 ij.30 .3590 4.95 46.96 69S 60.46 .7847 3.60 -22.66.021 .333 0. .8 00 261 13:33 4.26 4.99 4699 6099 6.069 .7469 326 -. 75.021 .333 0. 2.i6 .169 14.96 .2672 5.03 5.03 01 67.72 .6330 .76 -81.76.021 0333 0. 2.19 .239 16.07 .3976 6.03 6.03 6.03 48.30 .6900 3.99 -42.07.023 .333 0. 2.52 .c41 18.91 .0717 2.94 2.94 2.94 84.29 3.0871 2.90 -J92.99.021 .333 0. 2.54 .073 19.09 .1267 3.45 3.65 3.46 77.46 .9056 3.32 -146.30.021 .333 0. 2.5a .107 38.01 .1866 6.20 20 4.26 60.83 .0500 8.08 -332.66.021 .333 0. 2.53 .33 39*00 .2369 1.0 7 5•.1 5.07 38.56 .6309 a.00 -29.39.021 *333 0. 2.64 T, 6 3iOk9.09 .2890 5.35 S635 5.36 63.33 .7446 1.32 12311.021 .333 0. 2e, . l96 39.37 .3419 5.6 5 5 5.45 67.85 .7063 8.91 66.41
.021 .333 0. 2.57 4226 39.34 .3939 5.13 5.13 5.13 45.99 .7051 6.31 58.39
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CLI.R 0•4 AN, v 0 L U*AX CLV CLVA CLVU P,41 K Cow COv

oO*J 33 . e 0. t. o 0T3 7.e6 .0676 .60 .60 .60 65.06 0o90a &*O R 4.o3

:003 :333 0. 3o23 .32O ?iC6 .3192 .46 e.4 .40 95.03 .1391 2.04 -3eel3

.01 ~i *..2 16373 33 4 34 61440 3"'0l01 34.063 .333 0. t:3 o&?a 7.06 .22*3 .44 e43 .44 860.3 .6*45 3.92 1370.003 33 0. 1i.4 *0 .46 .0l? a3 366 066 .3 6 7.26 -74.74
*063 :333 0. l.ok 011 09.97 o3394

.0o3 .333 0. 3.3..3474 * :9.96 :382 get .28? : . $10.06 : .61 "9.7 -9.°'74

.063 .333 0. 1.46 e900 9.47 00 6 Io.7 .76 6 613 Or 6 .9 -
*083 @333 0. to4O .21 9. 41394 *0 .:04 e40 694 .•. :44 3.99 -J4. 4 a
.003 .333 0. 1.47.*R7g 9910 .a3 0 a70 g. 70 .e.&6

0063 .3J3 O 3.4O .07 0.60 .0716 .46 ."' :76 470:3 e74t4 1o94 -307.4
.003 .333 0.0 o44 .8? 090 6 .030?3 1.76 .3 . *0 os 4.3 .06960 t.94 -9.000
.06, .313 0. :.43 :M.. : .79 .7o .8 o 79 0.3. .- 4,, 1.,- -.. 43

063 33 .6 . 9 03 96.03 06466 3.33 e- o
.043 .333 0. 1.o* a049 12.07o *348O was 090 .9 7503 .1864 logo -tO7.40
.003 .333 O. 1.7 .0040 33.6 01379 1.16 .l06 1.o1 6*3.6 .o0590 104 -11490

.06)~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ 1:31 C:1 4 2 7 3 . 6 . 6 0 3 3 .3 . 0 6 . 3 . 4 * 3 2 ~ 19 6

.03 .0333 0. 2.36 4,111 3.:01 4 : .94 .:1 . 9.8 96: 4 7 35 1

.063 .333. .. .65.5 3 To " ,O:

:003 :333 0. 2.20 a e O l 01 3.01 3 0 e14 .77t4 3 3ll -2 .$35
.000 o333 0T 2.92 .049 3 .93 1.076 e, 7 14? .o7 70.04 e.6t 2.04 -342.77063 3.331 0. 2.60 .060 36.74 1* is7 .,, "9 "3.96 .o,, 3.62 -9e.2,

: 0 0 8 a 13 3 : 10 .O 0 1 4 * 7 4 : I 033 9 1 o. 9 o 0 9 .9 40 . 5 6 . 0•0 3 .4 2 -12 .1 4
063 .333 C. 1.55 .el3 130.3 .3491 1.010 1.0 3 10 0963.3 .693 3.26 -303.69

:04 3 :333 0. 2 6e 3 .140 .43 .&473 2 . 396 o. 6 .96 T 4.57 00 7 3.e2 -• 2.2'

.063 .333 0. 2.63 2039 toos ". .3 3.33 77.51 .1603 ,99 -3.0
.0413 333 0. 2.63 .264 39.0 Io.3 .13 30 1330 33 71*4.50 eONS2 :Ia -1.

:003 :333 0 .: .eSG |f eO3 . 01:9 14 .41 .- 4 U33. 4O lo0s0t 19043 -1 32. 43
'003 0333 '0 aoS eO I o 4 i or 09y e 9? o 3.9 09ll o1799 lost "0tote

.3o, .:333, 0 3 .. .0 *3202 .It .2 .23 3204 "3 3" -3.033 .33 0. . *3PC0 7o3 7 * 10 010 .26 930 .72363 13.7 -63.66

.~37 .333 0. 3.st .t4O 7.36 23183 .o0 01 tot 67461 -. 253 1.45 -s3i9t

.036 .333 0. 3.24 *ISO 70*37 o3133 1.14 1.to9 .96 3.91 .0740? 3.73 -3.68

.063 .333 0. 32e3 .307 4 o00 o3.2 0 1.5 3 .16 .3 1.o3 9.25 0.4.J1 19. -. 637A

.063 .333 0o 3.46 .088 19.40 09936 131 .931 1.31 6430 -34423 1.6 -16o.t

.167 .333 0. 1:42 :Of 79.40 :06.5 o6 64 .74 13J.43 .3327 1.63 -3o..

. ?6? .333 0. 3.4t .t J 0.4 .209 .63 .53 213 96.61 1 50 7 3 .50 -1,609
.k67 .333 0.23. et.0 9.50 .2633 056 .56 192 67.03 0514 3.60 -76..
.167 .333 0. 3.40 .. 052 ?.o7 .2343 .o .&0 .7 687.44 -.6701 1.5 -4.50
.167 .333 0. 3.61 .0a3 32. .09•i14 o2 .632 .6 90647 .3442 3.75 -6545
.367 .3J3 0. 1.24 .03 i 0 3. .33t35 .20 .27 .27 31303 .0740 3.61 -214
.167 .333 0. 1.15 .344 7326 .359 .36 .036 .036 99.09 .574?0 356 -35.
.167 .333 0. 1.46 .036 9.46 .C59S .94 .94 .94 00.3 -. 01263 136. -36.17

.o67 .333 0. L:41 .ti2 9:4.9 :1307 :75 :75 :75 92.43 .:33a? .1:3 :159

.o0 7 .3 3 3 0 . 1 . 84 . '6 0 93 2 . 0 * 317 5 1 5 14 9 S686 6 035 07 1 .2 - 5.60 0
.367 0333 0. 3.86 .O1 9335.3 026613 036 o7 6 73 7 90.4 .524 71:6 -2.73.167 .333 0. 2.3 7 .2 A03 .0o0 .69 .60 72.4: : :00 3 3.30 -4.29

.4 .333 0.a a.2 .234 363 136 50 .0 .0 074.62 O6le 3 -063

.167 .333 0. 1.49 .235 9363 .3417 . S? .5 3 .7 7.304 .$?a9 .o56 -4.20

.37? .333 0, 1.5t 08 9.95 .37663•o4 3 41 .541 07.71 35.97 3.32 -3020

.167 .333 0. 3.03 0703 120.89 7.03 .61 .81 .61 46.40 .4475 3.ss -54.59

.16F .333 0. 2.53 .0341 3t4.6 .1341 .07 .027 .027 49.40 .6?14 1.55 -2364.

.167 .333 0. 1.53 .143 0.209 .02188 020 .90 3.0 99.60 .1501 3.29 -25.99

.36? .333 0. 2.54 .160 39.09 .2056 .74 .74 .94 04.10 .53091 1061 -261.f

.147 .333 0. 12.6 .396 3•.03 .3197 65 o5.65 .6 94060 .53671 .34 -36.7

.167 .333 0. 1.84 .&P0 30.00 .3676 .64 .62 .62 06.073 .179 1.24 -3.60
k67? .333 0. 1.136 .163 13.16 l4059 .71 .71 e71 90o07 oSato .lf -Zo?3

.067 .333 O. 2.? 17 .0 h~o O s.0 2A1 .89 *so .89 72.46 .1539 1.32 -6.79

.t°7 0J33 O 0. • 2.ZO Je 16.16 .3538 .50 0-50 .50 76.605 040?3 o3T -kOo61
:167 .333 0: 2:20 :235 16:006 :3446 .?3 .73 .73 79*10 *5292 .?1 -2.22

0167 0 333 0 2 SO 03 g 08o4 06409 .93 S-3 E•3 030,? lo09r& lo7 -102.6?
.16 .e'333 0. 2.50 .070 18.74 ot222 o49 .89 e.49 404.4 .863 1.o5 -56.?*

.0 6? .333 0. 2.51 .103 16.83 .16t4 1e07 1.0? 1e07 89m60 oSS46 1eS5 -3402?
007 .333 0. 2.53 .162 19.00 0250J 1*02 1*021.0 le 93.10 0S@S* 1.29 -25o60
IV7 .333 O. 2.S4 .169109 | *e28ZH9 e94 :94 :04 91:19 95919 1939 -21029

*167 .331 0. 2.52 .190 10.91 .1474 .65 JP9 so 0 5923 ee -19.74
0It? .333 0. 2.5 3 .220 19.00 .3671 .02 .82 .82 96.0? 0S089 .43 -J0
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APPENDIX F
TABULATED VERTICAL FORCE DATA

FROM THREE-DIMENSIONAL EXPERIMENTS
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CLIP 01 A ANC. T L U4AX CLV CLVO CLVU 0041 K CMV coV

.001 .16" 0. 2.24 .166 14.8.3 .21TA 0.92 0.9a 0.02 fS.lE .1090 0.70 -852v~l

.001 .167 0. 3.?% .2aJ 13.61 .2.143 n.42 S.02 S.42 2.0? .0160 .60 -211.71

.001 *167 0. 1.30 .290 9.32 .20t- 0 .011 0.0 0.01 7.00 .2061 2.69 -116.*34
0001 .167 0. I.P6 .330 ?*94 .198.3 Seat seat 5,01 9.63 .3700 0.20 -67.71
.001 .167 0. 2.32 .272 V0.67 .302 9 0.0 4.60 0.0 -10.70 -:0014: 3:12 -39!.50
:001 .141V 0. 2.00 *343 16.91 .3860 5.10 0.3 1.a -7.4 .00 1.1 Is9.
.001 .967 0. 1.60 .301 &4.00 .37.10 9.01 S.01 1.01 -6.70 .0730 2.411 -740.0
-COS .16' 0. 1.32 *S01 6.03 .3425 1.16 5.00 1.S6 1.03 *1499 5.29 -32.116
.00* .35T 0. 82.0 9.3S 20.51 .6859 0.91 .4,4 0.91 -&9.00 -. 0840 Zi.20 -69.11
.001 .187 0. 1*&* .393 10*83 .5130 U.S0 0.106 0.5 -42.70 -.0399 5.31 -369.23
V~l .307 0. 3.96 .0r7 10.05 .5700 So.69 3.09 3.0-9 -29.78 -. 0643 3.*4 -66.07

.COI 6?0 0. 1.02 *003 9.76 .5000 0.90 4.96 0.90 -?.48 .04* .7 00
.001.1070.:200 :.027 81:.!-.6 3.70 .017 -37.01 -. 07 1 *0. a -2236

.00* .161 0. 2.0 36 a60 .24* 40.0 4.0. 40.0 -37.02 -. 0408 6.106 -400.02
301*.0 0. 2.06 .000 12.5* .0*06 4.67 4.07 4.67 -20.41-.03041 7.7* -10.02

600 37 .30. S.1 .011 21.75 .17021 3.01 3.06 40.0 -3%.07 ::.07l, 1.3 6179.27
.001 .167 30. 2.10 .403 10.19 .5610 3.02 3.91 0.11? -31.70 -. 0322 3.31 213.19
.001 .167 30. 1.06 9000 1*61. .0079 3.00 4.10 0.*4 -12.70 .07013 1.00 72.000
.90* .107 30. 2.30 .360 20.30 .08146 3.40 3.09 o0.0 -19.17 .0170 1.02l -03.32
.001 o.It? 30. 2.30 .400 47.90 .*721 3.060 0.40 1ol$ -2010 .0030 4.14 2420.30
.001 .10? 30. S.l* .1941 A1.19 .1102 U 19 .0 0.19 e~ -&.*.? .0001 6.00 233.02
.001 .167 30. 1.90 .44T 190.6*0.300 3.7 0. 433 5010 -21.?0 .0334 3.00 00.00
.00* 17 Ie 0s. 3.02 .067 9.76 .SC76 3.110 0.91 S.21 -3.01 .1356 -.*11 J2.23
.00* .3it7 10. 2.32 .294 i9.07 .3702 1.41 3.90 0.911 -9.110 .0076S -3.17 -91.*0

.0*.17JO .0:330 10.7 .01 4:1 .12 0.785 -!2 64.0763 1.90 1:.94
I00 .f0 ?0 3.10 .393 97 .00* 0.0 0.0 0.36 3 .1 0*2 .3 a 0&a*1i

.000* .16? 30. 1.10 .800 0.40 .3310 0.00 1.040 0.26 0.03 .2707 20*4 0.6

.001 e167 30. 2.06 .175 17.13 .210* 4.805.2 0.10Go 1.00 .2319 3.07 11*01.0
C091 .3IV? 30. 1.300 .2*0' *0.00 .2 .0 0.*91 .7.22 .0 00'Ca .173. 135 293 9. 23 120 0.? .2 01*0 8993 300 2.27 -12

.001 .&0' 30. t.26. .330 7.90 .3627 0.70 5.82 0.37 *0.02 .0400 At.1a -414.006

.001 .107 00. 2.30 .1G3 *0.40 .2163 1.60 3.39 0.77 60*1 .4353 -0.06 -002.93

.00* .167 W0, 1.R6 .2*, 14e9C .2452 1.73 3.46 41.92 20.00 .3630 -0.09 -700.7*
9COS .10? 00. 3.00 .270 I*4T0 .32280 .91 .00 3.00 23.*2 .27019 -2.00 -630.7*

:00* .37 :0 30 .32 8.04 .213? .9? 1.90 3.00 32.01 .31O oSG?*70 .5097
v9*.0 0 230 .276 *9.06 .3099 3.70 3.00 41.00 3.10 .*U6ba-12.7 -300.80

.00. .107 40. 2.00 .329 17.13 e,ý011 3.0' 1.33 0.07 sea .1000-12.10 -315.37

.001*9.17 00. 1604 .370 10.5 At03432 lot .1 3.2 0.3 10.12 .3160 -0.3? -3109.9!1

.001*W .370. 3.32 .10* 0.03 .3027 1.17 A.107 03 10 1 321
9001 .107 60. 2.30 .373 20.30 .5039 1.01 3.2 0.0 -3.I0 .0011-13.30 -11.:0'
.001 .16? 600. 2,16 .496 1*.90 o9327 1.73 3405 0.91 -3S6w .03 9.1-963
*00l &141? 40. 3.961 .607 10.01 .017151.1 3.10So& 0.19 3.91 .010 . -*9.00
.001 .307 G0. 1.0P .0* 9.70 .4993 3.09 .9? 5.91l 8.01 .0204 2.0*0 -111M.73
.00* .107 00. 2.00 .02* 22.56 .1923 3.00 2.01. 1.70 9.37l -. 0193-12291-279
&001 s10' 60. 2.20 .40? 101.41 GaGS0 1.07 2.90 S..09 -0.17 -. 0033*12.71 -170.05
.000 .3t? 60. 3.06 .070 &2.74 .15419 1.09 2.97 S.90 .09 -.0272 -0.30 -188.28

.005 .167 0. 2*56 .392 22.17 .1072 .3.06 3.00 3.50 -35.03 .03991 .411-002.66
.9008 .16? 0. 2.22 .44S 18.6? .5775 0.39 0.39 0.39 -22.219 . 04*143e.70 -*13.*2
.005 .16? 0. 3.I0 .A36 *3.61 .5019 8.62 0.02 1.e2 -9.00& .3040 0.30 -39.32
.005 .307 0. 2.36 .391 20.09 .0730 0.02 4.62 0.02 -221.02 .0730 29.20 -200.35
.005 .167 0. 2oit, .390 16.41 .8031 4.00 4.00 40.0 -24010 .0600 6.10 -0&*549
.005 .167 0. 1.90 .4-k. 18.3 S4100 0.03 40.3 0.153 -30.20 .09001 5.35 -98.03.008 .167 0. 1.02 .639 9.70 .0830 6.01 0.6* 0.6* 2.0" .8903 3.60 -20.5*
.005 .467 0. 2.30 .267 .90.09 .3509 1.02 1.02 1.02 -2.0* .2423 0.70 -300.00
.005 .167 0. 2.10 .305 37.30 .3620 6.19 0.19 0.19 -0.00 .195 0.3 90:07
.001 .1017 0. 3.26 .357 10.94 .4000 5.06 1.00 S.0 .72 .700 2.0 A 20.v
.C0E .167 0. 3. 30 .522 0.00 .3437 7.09 7.49 7.06 9*094 .04120 3.33 -24.07
.000 .107 0. 2.00 .181 20.51 da00f 7.07 7.07 P.07 14.60 .0033 -SOTS -606.5614
.0005 :167 0. 1.9 :20* 15.03 :2387 7.07 7&41?7.07 %*.Go .0325 -.as -i4T.b0.00 .20 0. 3.a 323 122 IS 7.00 7.00 7.00 20.70 .1120% .02 -140.l1k
.005 .167 0. 3.34 . 307 0.60 .2028 ?.3 I 7S .35 7.31 29.26 60021 2.70 -49.V7
.005 .167 30. 2.3' .153 9*8.6 .2047 5.79 0.00 7.72 17.09 .5067 .0 369
.000 167 30. 1.96 .195 S9.e1 .2315 11.3: 7.10 1620 I50s 57 -. ?212
:000 :361 "0: I.0 .20*.*:0 .7 .77.02.0 .W?9 .17 721.20

.00 637 30. 3.3 311 6.0 .19041 020 7.2 .0 33.7 .FAV a.5 02.23
.005 .307 30. 2.40 .266 20.921 .3038 0.30 0.03 5.63 2.9 .2CZ40 .90 469.07
.001 .16? 30. 2.10 .310 17.77 .393* 0.79 0.0036.0 .02-.2 232
.005 .38 It?0. 1.68 .3e0 14.90 .0*10 4.65 5.0 0.0 So0 :.023 -2.02 310.33
:005 :167 3. 3.3 .10 5.0.39 .00 0.20 7.20 10.911 .4050 3.65 04.10005 617 30. 4.2 .301 3.72 .644 3.7.1 0.32 0.99 -8.2t Ills5 6.79 02.1.33
.005 o107 J0. 2.22 .410 16.02 .1320 3.517 0.1 070 -*0.00 .30*9 -. 22 060.0
.005 .167 30. 3.90 .40A 16.05 .9300 0.13 0.7 5.60 7.73 1169 1.07T *02.70
.COS .107 30. 1.02 C003 6.76 .4009 1.33 0.1 7.0 4., 10 -.66 43.211
.005 #16? 50. 2.10 .391 23.905 .1500 3.211 M3.7:030 -113.9 "a40 k1.72 221.900
GO11 .167 30. 2.22 .4e3 10.02 *6000 3.0* 4.17 0.02 -27.082 06"! .1 0.0066

.001 .307 30. 3.66 .636 12.11 .629J 0.29 0.-0 51.72 -3.60 .14141 .29 00.66
.008 130' 100. 2.00 :389 22.3? ..1.5 2.33 0.27 0.53 .06 .2141?-22.97 -951.73
.001 :10 00 2.204 .02 A*.63 .0027 2.10 0.32 0.00 3.260 .2303-35.37 -173.31
.005 610T7 00. 1 .00 .0632 12.29 .0180 2.11 0.23 0.00 10.410 .24T0 -9.39 -&J7.111
.001 .30? 00. 2.60 .313 20.11 .0762 2.40 0.03 9.60 7.83 .3090-99.03 -213.66.008 .30? G0. 2.22 '402 $**&A2 .52*7l 2.0 0.0 9.00 0.0 .33-. -23.9.005 .107 00. 2.00 .442 10.86 o6326 2.543 5.0 *:60.3 9.00 .f97*10'-13*01 -260.09
.005 .16? 00. 1.46 .632 30.20 .10T1? 396 3.90 7.92 27.63 .3857 -0.72 -:3.2.49
.00S .167 00. 2.02 .205 20.72 .31609 2.00 5.26t 10.50 13.96 .4005-23.39 -000.00
.000 .16r 00. 2.16 .300 110.39 .36162 2.0 1.7 5 30 70 33-00 009
&005 . It" 00. 1.92 .349 *0.00 .40637 2.73 1.0 1*.93 21.00 .1969-17.06 -507.30
.000 .307 00. 1.30 .522 9.09 .3572 2.00 0.93 t.o" 05.90 .00 2 -2.1,1:A
:0056 .30 00 .2.9 00 27 .001 33 01 0 -14.2911039
cas1 I& ea 0. .1.66. 212 1 -4 .2244 A.18 7.20 30.08 00.73 .0086s .. O0_A101*00

.005 .A67 600. 3.301 .302 0.60 .119* 3.30 0.00 13.19 00.91 .0225 -2.00-3113.30
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CLEW 01A AN'. T 14 L U-4AX CLV C6VA CLVU 04 K cow cow

.010 eat ol 02.70 .301 46.92 &S189 0.30 0.30 4.30 -81.03 :.890 19*11T 180.00
.01 .81*.9.0 04 9.0 .01 3o503.0 3.00 11::6 1 .130 .1 -9010*70

.00.0 .8.0.9 0.00' 03*81 0.0 104 e.0 -3.6 sea;010 108
*s.10? 0.9.9 3 St.'s ."To0 Sea* 0.04 5908 -19.32 .0160 80." 00 1 fa0

W . 0. at:.0 4 .j4p 80.41 .4tig ~1 0 4 .0546 44 -12*34 .6610 *19 8. 1 06.

0 * 8.0 .60 6.0 .380 .9 .0:0 1.69* 0.3::

:OR .D 1.00 .349 140.0 .3009 Rol8 0.31 0.38 0.90 903.

116 o II 4eISO: 11:: 0:00..S 800.00.80 0 oa 4 80 a 01 a &04 00. 1.* 9.0 ai~ .0294-88at -03.00
.0s0 east 0. S9.0 6161 10.98 :2300 9. 70 0.10 So?0 S*3.3 .40000 0.9 88 .100
:90.01 0 . 810 6 13:.40 .3T? S.00 9o&9 9.09 30.00 :::Go .99 903.81

*00 81 0. 8.0 7 180.0s .:81, 0.00 .0*0 0.00 40030 108 9.S 100 6 89.
.010 .81 30. a.6 *19.Ao 80*3 ., .36M 0.39 to.00 so.S0 39.4l 61.570 8.. -S1:0.3
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.03e .252 60. 1.0%4 .(-(' 14.9,7 .'rt%;3 3.65 3.30 4.60 40.34 .4908 2.21 IC 66'j
.036 .20 60. 2.381 .0363 3.55 .. 7 3.43 2&07 5.74 0.D.99 .9507? 2640 309.53

:016 .250 606 2.30 .398- 19.4% .32760 2.05 4.10 6.O 1:37.4 :6237 -:Z2 so a0
Off( . J50 60. W. 30 .495 19.486 .6661 losO .3.6 7.13 27.63 .4050 .10 1741.83

.016 .05ý 60. g. 4 - .150 23.33 .2054 13.3 Z.e 5.1 So3 40.63 .464S .77 143.50
.013; .250 IS0. 2.4f) .266 83.34 .4666 Is?7 3v!4 m.06145.64 a64411 &*111 191.05
.014 .290 30o .7.4 .3R(0 20.30 .4990 L.906 3.96 7.93 39.78 .03SS 3.83 236.600
.0Olt .260 60. 2.08 .400 2J.20 -.506*4 3.62 3.64 7.280 31.00 .6600 -1.43 873.74
.016 aSO0 75. 3.46 .297 10.34 .23C* .43 2.42 9.30 .600 .4493 8.60 807.34
.014 .209 75. 3.40 .023 9.55 .3523 .17 .0? 8.67 Pat 94114.1 .609 99.97
*01* XIO 7-S. 1.75 .'5 9 32.74 .3t33 .44 3.70 6.64 3. 1 &Asia& 2.599 92.990
.016 .2SJ 7-6, 1.44 .229 34.1!2 .2-56t .90 .71 3.00 -66.30 *&0A* 3.39 COS .43
Olt3 .250 7!, 3.t.96 .360 15.01 .4938 .49 1.66 7.26 00.07 .7465 2.O03 313940

.010 .262 1.N. 1.92 .101 IS..0 .5439 .t3 2.05 7.93 71.77 :6108 2.44 96917

.00 .Z97 75. 3.50 Pi36 14.14 .A969 .66 21.24 gla05 57.05 * 94 20 0.4.036 .750 '5. 2.;,;? .317* 1 O.t 2 .2207 .0a29840 9.20 09.16 .7477 &3.23 *33.531

.036 .29, 7M. 2.ý :311 36.6 .6 .60 13.05 17.58 74.03 .71a 2.00 3460.0
.06 .210 75. 2.36 370 1.09 *&95 .1 2.t4 0.0 7w.39 175 s .8 I 5a.44
1,3' .260 '5. d.34 .452 3*.000 96045 .63 2,15 9.08 66.93 .7475 1.41 147.09

.0lt . ZZ0 75. ?.f2 .4 48 2L,-1- .ZG54 ,.5e 2.16 5.3J 63.63 S5339 2,76 279.60
.016 .2-5) 7S. 2.F0 .2%3 ;',2. 5 f .1330 .55 2.11 8.346 82.05 .540J13.70 394.66
.001 :250 75. 2.44 .3g.ý 21,14 .405-. .660 Z.a0 9.00 57.91 .49 *93 302.40
.Olt 'EQ0 V!. 2.7, .3,10 24.22 .!i469 .67 ie. e0 30.03 153.2 .757 it3 800.20
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CUER DI4 ANi T L J04AX CLV CLVA CLVU 0.41 c CSV COV

.321 .250 0, 1.38 .221 9.32 .1606 2.63 2.C3 2.C3 63.03 1.591i8 2.25 -9.32
.0 1. 1 50s 0~ 3. 3H ,449 9.32 . AM9 4..40 8.40 4.40 61.77 a9all? 2.73 3.76

.021 .25C 0. 1.42 .600 1.76 .4544 7.78 7.70 7.7? 46.15 0.69.2 2a0g ts.19
.021 .250 0. 1.42 * 792 9.753 .6003 6.8.4 80.4 8.64 36.40 .60,)6 1.76 -2840-
.021 *250 0* 1.76 .172 11064 .1836 4.18 4.18 4.18 73,67 8064-) 2.00 '.5I1
. 021 .2f0 0. t.64 .396 14.30 .*If? 7.4% 7.94 7.94 31.29 *6034 .043 -43.67
o0£a .260 0. 3.80 .986 1-4.8 .6192 1.2d. 9.26 IN 26 20.40 *4563 2.61 25057
3221 .250 0. 1.81 .739 14.30 .8130 8.04 4.04 4.04 9.96 .3904 4.07 -11.84

.021 .250 0. 2.10 .181 17.14 .2271 3.4i 5.42 5.42 V7.49 .7309 3093 32009
.o021 .250 0. 2.10 .365 17.34 A4574 9.01 9.03 9.01 21.21 .4996 t.03 40.14
.021 .250 39. 2.06 *.30 17.93 .6693 ?#.01 7.01 7.0t Al.0* .4126 6.20 1S4.5

0221 .250 1 2 1.:6 *4:5 179.2 .:394.7 0 :2S 3•:6 2 05 5 2.3 7 70l 2.3044 6.;2a 02 ,:8 *Z34 01 9 9g066 0213 2*0 5o6 $•0 $o 0 , 464 1: a0 48, Z0 a

o.321 .250 0. 2.32 .244 19.6? .3924 6.90 0o90 0.90 30.44 .5241 3*338 100& '*.,

.021 .250 0. 2.38 .20 10.30 .T025 6.13 6.83 6.13 6.06 .0660 092 • 3.03

.021 .250 03. •.42 *.01 •0.72 .9411 47.3 7.05 8.05 -6.97 8 2072 . 609 49.?9

.011 .250 15. 1.38 .220 9.32 3.6 I186 2. 2.39 2.47 76.06 .2971 2069 140.8

.021 *.25 15. .38 0.440 9.32 *3124 3.6. 3*92 74.5 62.17 .7616 71 16 33.63

.023 *250 15. 1.84 .24 4.370 .6475 5.64 6.05 6026 20.104 .609 09a J.03:0 22 It .50 15. 1.&2 .781 9.70 .591!e ?*.!1 7.7O 8.00 3.096 .5009 1.24 11.19 •:_

.02 :ISO 15: 1076 : 1 '4 13:64 : i2152 2:.?7 2:07 2:0*? 7.1*•6=9 06
o02 * I5 .S 10? " 74 led 026 5 61! 60? 6o~ 59 0 5 o7;5.301 *$1 33.34 ..

. 021 .250 IS- 1.82 le0? 14.30 o6,1?71 7*71 7.98 6.26 20.15, .4979 -- 60 12. to 3

.,021 .290 15. 1.84 .787 14.!2 .0411 5.85 6.06 6.27 14.26 .3971 &0 30J0664

.221 .25d 15. 2.10 .102 1'.36 .22?6 5.55 5.74 9.94 97.1A .5706 o
4 1  

63.25

.021 .2!0 15. P.14 .372 17.77 .4717 7.73 8.01 0.20 22.33 .5309 2.47 96.64-.02 .250 1W. 2.13 .- 27 17.90 .6734 6.e2 6.78 6.99 13*40 .4301 3.39 72.1

.02* .250 15. 2.22. .604 1i.62 .0866 5.23 5.42 5.61 4.71 .2TvO o.4 460.34

.021 .250 35. 2.42 :!03 2,0.: .2oe6 1.37 5.3• S.54 83.72 .6369 4.3 4S.u9

.021 .250 39. 2.42 .337 20.72 .4320 6.60 •8•3 7.07 13:60 1* 500 1. 1 3.33.3
.022 .250 15. 2464 .535 20a92 *U313 5.24 5.4 5.63 7.33 a3520 4.03 92.94
.021 .250 15. 2.46 .4•4 21.13 .93• e 3.80 4.02 4.16 -3.79 -1741 t4.31 4023J
.021 .250 30. 1.36 .222 9.32 .157V 13.4 1.68 1.94 03.59 -.3066 2.3$ S.2
.023 .250 30. 1.36 .442 9.09 .1032 2.53 2.92 3.37 75.15 .693r 3.36 16661
0021 0250 30. 1.40 .622 9.55 .4571 3.05 4.44 5.33 59.62 .718S P.00 24.63
.021 .250 30. 1.42 .013 9.78 o6103 4.?6 $.*S 6.4S 42.61 .6414 1ý13 -33.33 -i
m021 .250 30* 1.72 .170 13.19 .177? 1.99 2.30 2.66 76.1• .OG31 2.s40 -27.48 -

.021 .250 30. 1.74 .410 13.41 .431 46.24 'U.92 9.65 44.00 .6403 .40 29016

.021 .250 30. 1.40 eP2O 14.08 .&780 5.44 6028 7.le 20.•A 0.616 2000 -3.35

.021 .2S0 30. t.80 .765 14.006 .369 e.59 6.49 7.45 20. t .4357 8.24 23.23
e021 .250 30. 2.14 .177 17.77 e2241 3.22 3*72 4.30 0:4.9 54885 3.13 -30J34
.021 .250 30. 2.10 .383 17.34 .4795 68.1 7.4.3 0.07 29.00 .529 1.74 27.12-
.021 .250 30. 2.16 ,$09 17.90 .6493 6.25 7.22 8.33 12.99 .4425 .96 -17.24
.021 .250 30. 2.31 .680 13.13 .8737 4.063 6.39 6.22 0.04 ý,boo 014 -1*62
.023 .250 30. 2.36 .159 20.30 .2147 3.96 4.50 5.28 911,74 .S%.a2 1*75 -36.49
.021 .250 30. 2.44 .324 20.92 .4433 3.4S 7.43 2600 20.431 .*49 -:79 -160.2
.021 .250 30. 20.48 SZ0 21.34 .7563 4.93 S.19 .57 0.12 .3776 2.34 -3.73
.021 .250 30. 2.46 .652 21.33 .6*56 3.26 3.77 *.3% -3.1 .I68 16303 -49063
:021 .250 45. 1.34 .224 6.66 .1479 1.00 1.53 2.36 67.32 -L4144 2.05 21*25
.021 .260 48. 1.36 .644 9.09 .3043 1329 1.03 2.08 78.06 .0214 8.o03 1096
.021 .250 4S. 3.38 .623 9.32 .4425 2.04 2.99 4.08 02,47 .7930 2.16 t.02

.021 .250 45. '.40 .613 9.55 W5-71 2.40 3.11 4.26 53.74 : V. 4 l.22 j#,.33
O.1 &2I0 4S. 1.76 .172 13.64 .1530 .95 1.34 1.90 70.69-2.2a4 S 0.7 -14.07
.021 .250 45. 1.76 .408 13.*4 .4357 2.00 2.02 3.99 S9.93 .1964 1.31 2I*3?'.
.021 .250 45. 1.80 .576 14.06 .6304 4.30 6.20 0.76 34.92 .5599 -- 29 19.07
.a023 .20 49. 1.80 .743 14.O0 .6332 4.29 6.07 80.50 t9.90 .005 097 9.869

.021 .250 45. 2.10 .184 17.34 .2303 1.59 Z.24 3.17 660?. *2.23 3.04 21.42

.021 .250 &5. 2.14 .382 17.77 .4849 2.80 3.18 5.61 39.7? .86L3 .9: 79.79

.021 .250 45. 2.20 .537 18.41 .06939 3.55 9.02 7.09 25.74 .I371 .a2 12.70

.021 .250 45. 2.22 i0E8 13602 e.543 4.00 5.66 88.0 11.17 .4016 2.31 45.31

.021 .250 45. 2.38 .240 20.30 .324S 231 3.15 5.03 65.51 .:271 1037 01.42a021 .250 45. 2.4C .434 2.3 .'5837 .3' 4.'F? 6.74 10.99 .9294 17 69.42
.021 .250 45. 2.39 .9•64 20.30 .76,4 2.90 4.10 S.60 17.02 .4•C! 3.067 00.8
.021 .250 45. 2.44 .663 20.92 .9066 2.95 4.30 5.90 13.49 .399S 3.63 43.00

.021 .250 60. 1.36 .321 ?.09 02199 .19 .70 3.55 49.71-2.&977 3.74 4.64
.021 .50 60. 1.36 .442 4.09 .3030 .5Q 1.00 2.01 60502 --. 229 3.03 33104.021 .250 60. 1.40 .607 9.o6 .44658 So 3.0 2.33 /0.03 *"J364 2.02 5.37

t021 .2i0 60. 3.40 r87 4.1F .5702 k'7 1032 3.03 60.75 .7361 1.41 0.40

.021 .250 60. 1.74 .217 13.41 .2204 .43 .05 &.to 833.46-1.9199 1.34 4.35

.021 .250 60. 3.78 .396 13.006 .42Q .71 1.42 2095 73.62 .47k4 3.30 7.11

.023 .250 60. 3.62 .63 14.30 .01,23 1.28 2,50 4-.9 91.07 a 0726 1.2% 23.96

.021 .250 60. 1.64 .743 14.92 .831C, 1374 3.4v 6899 37.33 .5906 -7? 380.03

.021 .28C 60. 2.12 .182 17.55 .2294 063 1367 3.34 0.20 -.0493 1.66 7006
.023 .290 60. 2.34 .3?9 17.77 .41• 1 3.00 2.17 4.14 C4.64 06910 3.42 27.46
Ol2t1 .250 60. 2.16 *.28 10.19 .67,4 1.31 2,6- 5.34 43.36 .6046 .01 3JU57
.0231 .2 0 80. 2.30 e S58 16.139 .916 2.34 4.12 1.44 2%.09 . 039 -. 46 34.74

.021 .290 60. 2.30 .23f 20.30 .313 .94 1.88 3.7? t G.416 .3341 1.99 -7*39
.023 .260 60. 2.38 .420 20.33 STrS 3.34 2.68 5b.1 (0.-%0 .6260 .40 70.84

:0021 .250 60. 2.42 :140 20.72 .7194 3.55 3.30 8.39 30.6 .$07 .16 43.93
.023 .290 60. 2.46 .66- 21.13 11314 1,79 3*.- 7.16 211.4 e4740 2.22 44.60

*0a1 .250 75. 1.3q .31, 9.32 .225i ,14 ýC2 1.02 40494-0.• so0 3.46 -11.40

.021 .250 7P. 1.36 .459 9.09 .33M2 .8f9 .34 3.30 wO..1-3.J46
7  

3.89 -- 9 69
.02 1 .25 0 75. 3.3 8 .620 9 .09 143 32 .1 9 .74 2 .OR 70.02 -03 10 ? 1 .79 - a0 . 4
o.0 .2L-0 75. 3.40 .790 9.55 .s007 Is0 .89 2.00 85.90 .8433 3.01 -. 38

.021 .250 79. 1.75 *233 13.64 .2482 .12 .04 3.89 43.7 .-4 047 3.34 -*17.63

.021 .250 75. 3W?3 .414 13.01 .4470 .0? .26 3.02 -2931.19 -7.70.021 .250 '5. 1.80 .582 1-.08 .6361 .21 .00 3.CS 79.-0 .S440 1.82 -39•.17

.021 .250 75. i3.2 .742 14.30 .8208 .19 .74 2.0. .8*..' .8313 3.50 -3..0 9

.021 .250 75. 2.14 .P?7 17.7? .2374 .17 .66 2:56 083.:f-3 7352 1.3" -3.317

.021 .250 75. 2.16 .391 17.98 .4864 .22 .6? 3.34 7p .4 , 71 3.s6 .0.25

:021 .250 ?9. P. 306 . 5 ,' 137.9 .6989 .22 .65 3.2? 04. 9 049 27 t .7. -. 70

a023 .250 75. -. 20 .608 18941 .8#63 a?7 3.06 4.06 13.7I2 .62O .0? .11

00231 .250 75. ý.38 .233 10.30 .3145 .22 a 04 3.06 08.29 -sS32 390 -Alo0e

.021 .2S0 79. 2.40 .419 20. 3 .o 689 .24 .91 3.52 68.,S .7035 1.00 1*?4,

.021 .250 75. 2.38 .549 20.30 .is19 .25 .96 3.?t 1, 14 .67VU '.14 5.23

.021 .290 75. 2.44 .6o7 20,92 .- '90 .24 13.0 4.39 49.' •, .705 .79 68.3
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CLEF 01& &N,. T 14 j'4A4X CLV CLVA Cý.VJ P4.4 K CMV CD

.04d .250 0. :.±) ,J4 .2 .11 4.3 6 1 .0* 7 ,.0 5J0 2+.o0.042 .240 0. I,4 .240 3.73 1242 4.04 4.02 1.02 00.7/ 1o1510 8.1? A.10
.042 .250 0. t.'4 ."40 -1.? t A0%14 4.05 1.04 4.04 se U4 .916m 3.13 36.94
.042 .:20 0. 1.4 .(Le7 4:5h .46291 4.l4 o.C4 lo44 69.92 *7646 3.51 41559
042 15C 0. d ,*. .215 44.74 , 73I 1.26 1.206 to.;1 *01."4 o1.8%$ 1.05 4i.70

.042 .250 0. 10f- .41 4 .4061 1.471 2.e7 2.27 $9.20 .9070 89 1 7e.t3
002 .20 0O et.! .9.) 14.'4 .5546 7.06 7,C r 7.06 41460 .0033 1.57 -,01

.042 .2e0 C . 1.7a e '4 43.49 .6700 7. '17 *qe To.09 34*9.3 .65497 &*501 42.03
.02 .Zso 0. .e.04 *151 .0.7) .272ý 1.55 1.06 4,65 77.49 1.0232 1.85 311.21
.342 .25) 0. 2.O 2 .295 131.62 .3036 .17 -q.17 4l? 5SS.9 *695T 3.11 05.l44
.042 .251 0. t,. .2.e 18,43 .3864 5.51 5.5g 5S.1 57.36 SO4099 -4o44 -2S.01
.042 .250 O 2,18 .414 14.19 .532e ?753 7.53 7.t3 J7?.86 .042 3.02 93.3?
002 .253 0. ..2a A9?7 10.62 .6464 ?.04 ?704 7,04 20.21 .47?1 6.0. 173.01

* U42 .20O 0. 2.24 .376 a92 .49%'3 0.24 9.24 9,28 3a.69 SJ5G**S 0. 9 00-30
.042 .250 0. 2.%4 .419 82.37 .5873 ?7.? 7.1? 7.17 17.37 .4562 3.63 476.93
.042 *21n 15. 1.40 .29P 9.55 .. 2i44 *.6 .41 .94 5*.90 .11936 2;*4 20.57
*042 .2!u .At. 1.32 .52" V.63 .33!2 1416 1.20 1.24 63.82 06?70 3.063 3606.
.042 *250 145 1.42 .#47 9.708 4906 2 09 2*79 2.144 604.1 .60A3 -.1% 104e4
.042 .260 15. 4?7 .211 t 3.19 .,&.143 1 .0 4.40 4.44 3.241 .9201 to99 24o60
042 .25O 45. 1.70 .371 13.4 .4012 .*67 Z.76 2.60 69.87? .?74 0 1.63 60.55

:042 .2t0 IS. 1.96 .4b2 15.03 .5485 7.11 7.57 7.3 %4.02 .2 ,2 -1.oO0 79e42
.042� .9O iS. 4.74 .6'2 43:07 .0676 A:50 6.79 7.03 30cb? *527 .4 06 :37
.042 .2S0 45. 2.04 I44$ 46.7C .224 P4C 22rs 4.A6 I0a.0 to 642 1.39 28.65.042 .253 19, 2.0( .320 6.9A .3959 3.o68 3.*1 3.44 *1.*I .6069 3.56 19.00
4042 .250 15. 2.20 .410 18.41 .5294 6093 7.1e 7.43 35.00 SS56 3.73 11451,5
.042 *620 I5. 2•.4 :49') 10.3 .6122 d.3• #461 4.05 26*39 .49406 401 113.089
.048 .810 15. 2.56 0 13 1 2.1P .14.49 1."2 %.66 1.74 70.86 .0013 1.55 10.31
OC,2 .250 15. 2,36 . 27T 20.09 *3

7
dg 4-60 46S5 5.08 34.74 .66A9 -. 70 -51.26

.048 .250 I5. 2.35 .369 20.30 *4),e 7.1 7657 ?7.04 37.96 .3377 3.94 471.*6

.042 .250 15. 2.S% .410 g2.37 .508!7 e. 70 6.99 -. A4 20.60 .4000 -14.0 2660.5

.042 .250 30. t.40 .29A 9.55 :2193 ?74 .66 .99 6O*.2 .3470 2*60 24.39

.042 .250 30. 4.30 *52e 0.40 .1t10 .73 .p5 .96 03.20 .060 8.96 14914

.062 *.25 30. 1.40 ,~l 10.47 .532. 4.2? 1o46 1.9 70.001 60617 3.44 34.15

.0642 .20 JO. 1.62 .247 12.C4 .2370 .76 .07 1,.01 85.31 .7309 2.*6 41029

.042 .250 30. 1.78 .360 13.8t .410 1.4.0 1.65 8.13 64920 .01939 2.79 26.97

.048 .250 30. 1.41 .454 4b.O0 .5442 6.64 5.38 t.8& 45.74 O0k33 -".20 -_Mobs

.04 *.2o0 3s. 14.0 o619 14406 06776 5.0S0 6070 V073 36.64 .07S5 6.90 36.25

.042 .•50 30. 4.96 .194 %3,63 .2352 1.07 4.24 k4.4 08,4 .o7352 2.67 39060

.048 .250 20. 2.ft5 .317 *7.63 -948 2.02 )..!b 3.75 05.04 .7342 4.4 1 lb ."ee

.042 .2•8 30. .016 .424 4?7Q. .5473 5.27? 60.06 7.0 39.70 .5763 1-67 03.05

.048 .850 30. 2.24 4499 10.53 .6027 5.11 S*90 6482 31.41 .5320 4094 60.41

.0462 .150 s0. 220 . 174 Is.4, .0L250 .04 1 * 401.21 03o13 .7360 4.27 23.94

.042 .29C 30. 2.34 .2+0 10.46 R3e15 3.07 31h4 4.09 04.29 14469 -*S0 60063
*042 * 20 30. 28•. .370 20.30 .4999 5.67 6*43 7.43 44.12 .0601 -*49 g00.9
.04k .2bG 30. 2.54 SS*3 22.37 .9500 3.72 0.61 7.03 23.00 .61?1 .76 21o.52
.082 .210 45. 1.42 .892 9.7b .2212 *40 .f4 .91 86.04 .so7? 2.S6 25.30
.042 ,250 45. 4.32 '-ie9 8.6. .33e? .56 *P2 4.16 60.73 F9?]3 2.74 24.69
.042 .250 45. 1.•44 .-ES9 10.) 1 L-L2 .74 1.10 1.56 75.09 .60,;9 1.70 214.9
*042 e290 45. 1.#6 .215 d2.54 .2336 .35 .74 tell 99.09 .495e R8.7 320.2
.02 ."50 45. 1.02 .380 14.30 .423J .94 1.32 4.86 71.14 .6706 t*04 24*14
.042 .250 4b. 2.00 .450 1•el26 .5536 8.40 3.39 4*79 59.116 .006 .46 414.2

: 0 4 9 & 2 6 0 4 8 . 1 4. 2 . 6 1 ) 1 4 . 3 0 . 1 8 9 6 2 .7: 3 . 6 7 5 . 7, 4 1 5 . 3 2 .5 2 7 1- 7 1 5 4.I6

.042 250 4f. 2.02 .194 16.48 .2366 *b4 Oti 1.22 51.75 .07 At2. a ea8.I
.042 .Zt 45. P.10 .31% 17.34 .399g 1.33 1.47 A.065 71.65 *7.17 3.34 70.?7
.0^2 250 44. 2.24 .40~6 44*A3 .5304 J.57 3.63 .4:64 640.34 .054', l.V3 07.09

.0 : 21) .. 9. 2:24 :305 49:,.0 It4 3.64 5:33 7.417 444 .58 .33 42.144-Q4Z 1630 45. 2.00 .163 91.44 .. 160 1 76 1.C? 1.15 03.24 .028w 2.36 49*30
.043 .250 Q5. 2.44 .273 20.92 .3736 i.Z9 9.9/ -. ?6 87.90 .7905 S.at 75.36
#04? .10 45. 2.40 .373 20.t1 .tC56 2060 3.64 S.1 "*so *6400 -R2.2 24.47
.,42 !Ksq 45. 2.64 .401 72.qq .5674 Z..94 5.57 7.u68 4.7 .5,02 -. 73 104.22
.442 .250 60. 4.36 .297 1.J2 .29? .19 .-•7 .75 -, 10 -. 0149 0:6S 107.56
.042 .2*0 60. 1.34 .14 ld-'0 .3320 .19 .13 .75 103*.ý '745

7  
2.4% 70.59

PRO2 V)5 . 1. 1ý .0`24 43.kA SC500 .40 .79 1.58 r6.0s t-4,1~ 2.96 4.6-2
.042 .2'!0 60. .. ?0 .27o '2.97 .2:945 .20 .44 .62 4032.09 -. k 1 2.70 103.00
..42 .2!3 60. 1.66 .04? L4.74 .4155 .41 .62 1.15 9.6.V .9005 '.20 69*59
.042 .25; &0. 1.90 A.64 .6 . 01 .0'41 ?5 1.49 2.90 77.72 t5357 1, ? ?0.26
.042 .250 60. 4.7s t63i 43.66 .684. .So 1.s9 31.49 1670 8.996 2.46 5.419
.04t .29o 60. 2.04 .,,6 1,.,0 .2M, .41 .42 .. 65 94*44 .3545 3.04 90.10
o042 VO So00 k.18 .321 47.43 .3997 S? 14IS 2.30 79.82 .7004 26.1 06.52
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:003 :20 0. 1.36 .290 9.09 .aOIS .30 .33 .33 65.63 01219 2.16 -10.71

0063 .2 0 0. 1.32 .526 f.a3 s3376 .66 006 .44 76044 06476 1.94 2.5a
.003 .250 *., 1.42 .629 90.76 4791 .s$ *t3 .53 71.64 .7165 -. 20 2177
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